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LICENSING COMMITTEE 
 

Minutes of a meeting of the Licensing Committee held on Tuesday, 27 
October 2020 at 6.00 pm in Remote Meeting 

 
 
Present: Councillors A R H England, M B Hosken, J E Lavery, 
S J Reynolds, H Rhodes (Chair), K S Sahota, J M Seymour (Reserve) (as 
substitute for R T Kiernan) and C R Turley (Vice-Chair) 
 
In Attendance:  A Hunt (Public Protection Manager), S Fisher (Principal 
Licensing Officer), P Martin (Legal Advisor) and J Clarke (Democratic & 
Scrutiny Officer) 
 
Apologies:  
 
None. 
 
LIC5 Declarations of Interest 
 
None. 
 
LIC6 Minutes of the Previous Meeting 
 
RESOLVED – that the minutes of the meeting of the Licensing 
Committee held on 29 October 2019 be confirmed and signed by the 
Chair.  
 
LIC7 Review of the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy 
 
The Public Protection Manager presented the review of the Council’s 
Statement of Licensing Policy.  It was a statutory requirement that a review 
was undertaken every five years following public consultation and the policy 
explained how the Local Authority exercised its licensing functions with regard 
to personal licences, premises licences, club premises certificates and 
temporary event notices.  Whilst undertaking their duties the Local Authority 
was responsible for ensuring the following four licensing objectives were met; 
to prevent crime and disorder, to ensure public safety, the prevention of public 
nuisance and the protection of children from harm.  It was also required to 
look at licensing hours, conditions and roles and responsibilities in conjunction 
with responsible authorities such as the Licensing service, chief officers of 
Police and Fire Authorities, Environmental Health and some interaction with 
the Health and Safety Executive, Planning, Pollution Control, Local 
Safeguarding Children’s Board, trading Standards, the Home Office 
Immigration Enforcement and the Director of Public Health.  The policy had 
been streamlined into a shorter document and out of date information and 
information not part of this policy had been removed, but links to policies had 
been put in place in order to have access to relevant information.  Members 
were asked to approve that the Policy be put before Full Council on 26 
November 2020 for approval and be adopted from 7 January 2021. 
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During the debate some Members asked if the policy could be overridden by 
Government if it wished to change anything, whether beer gardens could have 
conditios placed on them with regard to live music and whether paragraph 4.2 
needed to be placed within a different area of the Policy.  It was also raised 
that there was a discrepancy regarding the population figures. 
 
The Public Protection Manager and the Principal Licensing Officer responded 
that policies could be amended ie the recent 10pm curfew on bars and 
restaurants in order to protect public health.  With regard to beer gardens, 
some music venues had already been operating prior to new houses being 
built, this was then a matter for planning and environmental health regarding 
noise nuisance.  Further details would sought with regard to the population 
figures and planning policy. 
 
RESOLVED – that  
 

a) the amended Statement of Licensing Policy be presented to the 
Council at its meeting on 26th November 2020; and 
 

b) the Statement of Licensing Policy be approved and implemented 
on 7 January 2021 

 
LIC8 Review of the Council’s Private Hire Vehicle and Hackney 

Carriage Condition of Licence for Tinted Windows 
 
The Public Protection Manager presented the review of the Council’s Private 
Hire Vehicle and Hackney Carriage Condition of Licensing for Tinted Windows 
which was to review the condition of licence whereby any vehicle submitted 
for licence which were factory fitted and constructed and designed for 
passengers to be seen in a vehicle from any direction when observed from the 
outside and glass should have minimum light transmission of 75% for the front 
windscreen, 70% for the front side windows and 34% for all other vehicle 
window glass.  In response from a request from the trade it was asked that the 
Licensing Team review this condition.  The current standards were agreed by 
the Licensing Committee in 2017.  In law level of tint was set but not tested as 
MOT or compliance test for taxis.  The 34% transparency for all other 
windows is something that the Council have set in order to have clear visibility 
to ensure public safety and the wellbeing of passengers and such as lone 
females and young persons, the maximum number of passengers are not 
exceed to that displayed the licence plate and being able to see who is in the 
vehicle prior to getting in to the vehicle.  Public safety was very important 
when considering conditions.  CSE had now been included in the driver 
training as this was important for public safety.  Five requests had been 
received by Licensing to add vehicles to the approved list which all complied 
with the councils window tint condition; Skoda Rapid, Skoda Fabia Estate, 
Hyundai 140, Peugeot 2008, Suzuki Baleno.  A full consultation had been 
carried out with Town and Parish Councils, Ward Members, Shropshire Fire 
and Rescue, Independent Safeguarding, Public Health, Hackney Carriage and 
Private Hire and dual driver vehicle proprietors.  Eleven responses were 
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received from the consultation, seven in support of maintaining the current 
condition.  Two responses were in favour of the current conditions or for there 
to be a lightening of tint in all areas and two responses to see no specification 
to level of tint except that of the level when factory fitted at the time of 
manufacture ie removing the percentage of light transmissions permitted. A 
petition with 139 signatures asked for a reduction in the tint to manufactured 
tinted glass and the reasons were reduce risk of small babies and children 
from getting sunstroke and reduce exhaust emissions by reducing the need to 
open windows and use air conditioning.  Members were asked to consider the 
recommendations and decide if they wish to maintain the current licensing 
condition or amend the current licence condition as set out in the report. 
 
During the debate some Members asked if these regulations were standard 
across all authorities as those private hire vehicles that were registered 
outside of the Borough were serving Telford and Wrekin residents.  Other 
Members felt that the condition should remain as it was now and that we 
should encourage other Councils to adopt Telford and Wrekin’s standards and 
asked if Wolverhampton council have conditions regarding tinted windows. 
 
The Public Protection Manager and the Principal Licensing Officer addressed 
the points raised and confirmed that the Licensing Team do discuss matters 
with neighbouring Councils and that there was no mention of tinted windows 
in the new statutory standards to be issued by the Government.  
Wolverhampton Council have factory fitted tints that have been fitted at the 
point of manufacture. 
 
Upon being put to the vote it was  
 
RESOLVED – that 
 

a) the current licensing condition relating to tinted windows for 
hackney carriages and standard private hire vehicles be 
approved; and 
 

b) the current licence condition relating to tinted windows for 
hackney carriages and standard private hire vehicles be amended 
to read;   
 
“Any vehicle submitted for licence which is fitted with tinted 
windows must have windows which are factory fitted options at 
the time of the manufacture of the vehicle” 
 
be refused. 
 

The meeting ended at 6.46 pm 

 
Chairman:   

 
Date: 

 
Tuesday, 16 March 2021 
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TELFORD & WREKIN COUNCIL 
 
LICENSING COMMITTEE – 16 MARCH 2021 
 
REVIEW OF TERMS OF REFERENCE 
 
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR: POLICY & GOVERNANCE  

 
PART A) – SUMMARY REPORT 
 
1. SUMMARY OF MAIN PROPOSALS 
 
For the Licensing Committee to review its Terms of Reference attached at 
Appendix 1. 
 

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 That the Committee review and agree the Terms of Reference set 

out at Appendix 1. 

 
3. SUMMARY IMPACT ASSESSMENT  
 

COMMUNITY IMPACT Do these proposals contribute to specific 
Priority Plan objective(s)? 

Yes The Committee is part of the 
Council’s decision making framework 
and therefore contributes to all of the 
Council’s priorities. 

Will the proposals impact on specific groups of 
people? 

No  

TARGET 
COMPLETION/DELIVERY 
DATE 

If the Committee recommends any changes to 
the Terms of Reference; they will proceed to 
Council Constitution Committee and then, if 
approved, onto full Council at the earliest 
opportunity.  

FINANCIAL/VALUE FOR 
MONEY IMPACT 

No There are no financial implications 
from adopting the recommendations 
of this report 

LEGAL ISSUES Yes/No  The Constitution requires that the 
Terms of Reference be reviewed on 
an annual basis.  The Council is 
required to comply with the 
Constitution. 

OTHER IMPACTS, RISKS 
& OPPORTUNITIES 

Yes There are no other specific impacts 
arising from this report. 

IMPACT ON SPECIFIC 
WARDS 

Yes Borough-wide impact 
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PART B) – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
4. INFORMATION 
 
4.1 The Constitution requires that Full Council should agree at its Annual 

Meeting the Terms of Reference for each of its Committees to enable 
the Council to efficiently conduct its business.  

 
4.2 At the Annual Meeting on 21 May 2020, Full Council delegated 

authority to each Committee to review its own Terms of Reference.  
 
4.3 The Terms of Reference forms part of the Constitution and was 

approved by Full Council in that context on 14 July 2016.  
 
4.4 No changes to the Terms of Reference are suggested.  
 
5. PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 
5.1 Council – 14 July 2016 and 21 May 2020 
   
6. BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
Constitution – www.telford.gov.uk/constitution  
 
 
Report prepared by Jayne Clarke, Democratic & Scrutiny Services 
Officer.  Telephone 01952 383205 
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Licensing Committee – Terms of Reference and Procedure 
 
The Committee has the responsibility and delegated powers to act on behalf of 
the Council in respect of licensing matters within the Borough as follows. 
 
Licensing and registration functions  
(a) As set out in Schedule 1 to the Local Authorities (Functions and 

Responsibilities) (England) Regulations 2000/2853 (as amended) and including 
functions under the Licensing Act 2003 and the Gambling Act 2005 (excluding 
paragraphs 37/38 and 46A – 55). 

 
Health & Safety at Work/ Fire Safety   
(b) Functions under any of the relevant statutory provisions within the meaning of 

Part I (health, safety and welfare in connection with work, and control of 
dangerous substances) of the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974, to the 
extent that those functions are discharged otherwise than in the Council‘s 
capacity as an employer.  
 

(c) Matters relating to fire safety. 
 
Health Act 2006  
(d) All powers and duties under the Health Act 2006 Part 1 Chapter 1 and 

legislation given effect there under including authority to prosecute as it relates 
to smoking matters.  

 
Miscellaneous 
(e) Power to make payments or provide other benefits in cases of 

maladministration etc. 
 

(f) Powers in respect of common land, village greens and open space.  
 

(g) Powers in respect of the management and regulation of alcohol in public 
places, the provision and management of sites for the accommodation of 
gypsies and the closure of take away food shops. 
 

(h) Annually at the first meeting after the Annual Council Meeting consider its terms 
of reference. 
 

(i) Power to determine fees and charges in respect of any of the above functions. 
 
PROCEDURE 
(a) As a general rule the Council Procedure Rules govern the way that committees 

operate but these, with the exception of paragraph 14 of the Council Procedure 
Rules, may be varied or suspended at the discretion of the Chairman of the 
Committee in the interests of efficient and effective management of the 
committee. 
 

Separate procedures will apply when the committee is undertaking administrative or 
quasi-judicial functions to ensure a fair hearing. 

Appendix 1 
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TELFORD & WREKIN COUNCIL 
LICENSING COMMITTEE – 16 March 2021 
 
REVIEW OF THE COUNCIL’S HACKNEY CARRIAGE & PRIVATE HIRE 
POLICIES AND CONDITIONS OF LICENCE 
 
REPORT OF ANITA HUNT PUBLIC PROTECTION MANAGER 
 
LEAD CABINET MEMBER – CLLR RICHARD OVERTON 

 
 
PART A) – SUMMARY REPORT 
 
1. SUMMARY OF MAIN PROPOSALS 
 

1.1 In July 2020, the Department for Transport (DfT) published its 

Statutory Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle Standards (the Standards) 

which is aimed at safeguarding children and vulnerable adults.  

Whilst the focus of the Standards is on protecting children and 

vulnerable adults, it is intended that all passengers will benefit from 

the recommendations contained within it.  

 

1.2 The Council has identified 31 key areas of the Standards that 

Councils are required to action or to make improvements in their 

current taxi and private hire policies.  Telford & Wrekin Council has 

already implemented 20 of those areas within its current policies.  

The following remaining areas have been addressed and included 

in the amendments to the draft policy document attached to this 

report.   

 

 Publish a cohesive policy document and the Council’s 

considerations of the Standards 

 Time frames in which licence holders are required to notify 

the Council of arrest and release, charge and conviction of 

offences 

 Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) changes relating to 

frequency of checks, who requires a check, requirement to 

use the update service and disclosure by the Council to the 

DBS for certain offences 

 Consult widely on the installation of CCTV in licensed 

vehicles 

 Private Hire Operators required to keep a register of staff 

and to have a policy in place for employing ex offenders 

 Revocation of licence for immigration penalties or offences 
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1.2 As a result of the publication of the Standards, Telford & Wrekin 

Council have undertaken a comprehensive review of its Hackney 

Carriage and Private Hire licensing policies and conditions to 

include the incorporation of the Statutory Standards. 

 

1.3 Members of the Licensing Committee are requested to approve the 

Council’s revised Hackney Carriage & Private Hire Licensing Policy 

as set out in appendix A. 

 

2. RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
2.1 It is recommended that Licensing Committee, in considering the 

content of this report, approve the revised Hackney Carriage & Private 
Hire Licensing Policy. 
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3. SUMMARY IMPACT ASSESSMENT  
 

COMMUNITY IMPACT Do these proposals contribute to specific Co-
Operative Council priority objective(s)? 

Yes Every child, young person and adult 
lives well in their community 
All neighbourhoods are a great place 
to live 
Everyone benefits from a thriving 
economy 
A community-focussed innovative 
council providing efficient, effective 
and quality services 

Will the proposals impact on specific groups of 
people? 

Yes A 4 week consultation was carried 
out between 18th January 2021 and 
15th February 2021 with the taxi 
trade, partner organisations, 
Councillors, Town & Parish Councils 
and via the Council’s online 
consultation library.  In addition the 
consultation was published on the 
Council’s website. 
 
The positive impact for all members 
of the community but in particular to 
vulnerable and disabled members of 
the community, will be maximised by 
keeping the policy and conditions 
under review and responding to any 
comments received from licence 
holders and/or service users.  

 
The above actions will foster good 
relations between different groups 
because the written policy aims to 
clearly state to licence holders and 
members of the community the 
standards expected of hackney 
carriage and private hire drivers, 
vehicles and operators. 
 

TARGET 
COMPLETION/DELIVERY 
DATE 
 

1 April 2021 

FINANCIAL/VALUE FOR 
MONEY IMPACT 

Yes  The responsibility for the installation 
of CCTV devices in hackney 
carriages and private hire vehicles is 
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that of the vehicle owners who will 
also pay directly for costs incurred. 
There is a small cost to the Council in 
respect of the purchase of equipment 
required to view the CCTV images 
however this will be met from within 
existing budgets.  
The new Statutory Standards require 
licensing authorities to undertake 
DBS checks for Drivers every six 
months and annually for Operators 
instead of every 3 years. This will be 
additional work for the licensing team 
but will be managed within existing 
resources. 
MLB 01.03.2021 
 
 

LEGAL ISSUES Yes  Under the Policing and Crime Act 
2017, the Secretary of State has the 
power to issue statutory guidance to 
local authorities on licensing taxi and 
private hire vehicles so as to protect 
children and vulnerable adults from 
harm.  There is an expectation that 
the licensing authority will follow the 
statutory guidance unless there is a 
compelling local reason not to do so.  
 
This report sets out the steps the 
Council is taking to ensure that it 
complies with the requirements of the 
statutory guidance in respect of 
licensing standards for taxi and 
private hire vehicles.  ACL 8.03.2021 

OTHER IMPACTS, RISKS 
& OPPORTUNITIES 

Yes  The following key risks and 
opportunities associated with this 
action have been identified and 
assessed and arrangements will be 
put in place to manage them.  
 
i)The Financial risks to the Council in 
the event of a legal challenge to the 
change in Policy and or Conditions. 
 

IMPACT ON SPECIFIC 
WARDS 

Yes This report has implications for all 
wards in the Borough. 
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PART B) – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 
 
4. INFORMATION 
 
4.1 Licensing authorities have a legal duty to have regard to the Statutory 

Standards relating to Hackney Carriage and Private Hire licensing.  

 

4.2 Telford & Wrekin Council is committed to creating a better borough 

and the main consideration, when reviewing the Council’s policies and 

conditions of licence, remains ensuring public safety.   

 

4.3 Telford & Wrekin Council undertook comprehensive consultation on 

the revised Policy between 18 January 2021 - 15 February 2021.  A 

summary of the representations received is attached at Appendix B. 

4.4 The Standards do not mandate the requirement of CCTV in vehicles 

but the Council encourages drivers and operators to install it on a 

voluntary basis. In updating the current CCTV policy the Council has 

stated that the Licencing Authority will be the Data Controller 

responsible for managing data in compliance with requirements set by 

the Information Commissioners Office (ICO) The Standards state that 

CCTV can: 

 deter and prevent the occurrence of crime; 

 reduce the fear of crime; 

 assist the police in investigating incidents of crime; 

 assist motor insurance companies in investigating motor vehicle 
accidents 
 

4.5 If approved by committee, a condition will be imposed upon private 

hire vehicle and hackney carriage licences issued by the Council to 

ensure that the CCTV, installed on a voluntary basis, complies with the 

Council’s CCTV policy in licensed vehicles and access to it must be 

made readily available to an authorised officer. 

4.6 The Council has considered the representations made regarding the 
data controller for the CCTV system in vehicles.  In considering the 
representations, the updated Policy places Telford & Wrekin Council 
as the Data Controller to ensure a common set of policies and 
procedures are in place to meet the Information Commissioners Office 
(ICO) and (Surveillance Camera Commissioner) SCCs requirements.  
By being the Data Controller, the Council provides impartial oversight 
of data management and it reduces the burden on operators and 
drivers in relation to time and expenditure. 
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4.7 The revised Policy incorporates changes following the Council’s 
consultation and the publication of the Standards which, for ease of 
reference, are shown in colour in the attached Policy.  In considering the 
content of this report, it is recommended that Licensing Committee 
approves the revised Hackney Carriage & Private Hire Licensing Policy 
as set out in appendix A.  If approved, this new Policy will become 
effective from 1 April 2021. 

 

5. IMPACT ASSESSMENT – ADDITIONAL INFORMATION 
 

None 
 
6. PREVIOUS MINUTES 
 

There are no previous Minutes. 
 
7. BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 

 Department for Transport – Statutory Taxi & Private Hire 
Vehicle Standards 

 Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976. 

 Town Police Clauses Act 1847 

 Data Protection Act 2018 

 Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights – right 
to private and family life.  

 Information Commissioner Office - A data protection code of 
practice for surveillance cameras and personal information 

 Home Office - Surveillance Camera Code of Practice 

 Surveillance Camera Commissioner Code of Practice – A guide 
to the 12 principles 

 Local Government Association – Developing an approach to 
mandatory CCTV in taxis and PHVs 

 
 
Report prepared by: 
Anita Hunt, Public Protection Manager 01952 381818 
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Equality Act 2010. 
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the Equality Act 2010  
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Conditions 

Appendix C –Telford & Wrekin Council’s Hackney carriage 

Licence Conditions 
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Part 1- Introduction 
 
1. General Information 

Telford & Wrekin Council is situated in the ceremonial County of 

Shropshire which contains one other Unitary Council, Shropshire 

Council.  The Council area has a population of 179,854 living in 81,338 

households making it the, covering 112 square miles.  The Council area 

is a mixture of urban and rural districts; which includes the market town 

of Newport on the north-east corner of the borough, the Ironbridge World 

Heritage Site to the west of the borough, seven conservation areas in 

the borough, and the central retail area of Telford town centre.  

Telford & Wrekin is a place of socio-economic contrasts with parts of the 
borough amongst the most deprived nationally - comparable with inner 
cities – and other areas amongst the least deprived nationally.  
 
More information on Local Area Profiles can be found on the Council’s 

website. 

Telford & Wrekin Council is a Co-operative Council, working with local 
communities to create “Telford & Wrekin – the Place of Partnership, 
Enterprise and Innovation”.  More information on the Council’s Plan and 
Priorities can be found here. 

2. Purpose and Scope of the Policy 

This Policy has been written having regard to the Department for 

Transport’s Statutory Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicle 

Standards (the Standards) issued July 2020 under Section 177(4) 

Policing and Crime Act 2017.  This policy will be further reviewed in the 

event of any further changes to the Standards 

This Policy will provide guidance to any person with an interest in 
hackney carriage and private hire licensing; in particular, but not 
restricted to: 
 

 Persons who wish to apply for hackney carriage and private hire 
vehicle, drivers or operators licences; and their representatives 

 Persons who hold existing licences, including those that are the 
subject of review; and their representatives 

 The Council, in its capacity as the licensing authority, including 
licensing officers, members of the relevant licensing committees 

 Magistrates and judges hearing relevant cases 
 

2.1 Primary Objective 
 

The primary objective of this Policy must be to protect the public.  
Its aim is to ensure the safety and welfare of the public who live 
and work in, and also visit, Telford & Wrekin, whilst recognising 
the importance of thriving Hackney carriage and Private Hire 
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businesses to the local economy. Therefore, taking such matters 
into account, Telford and Wrekin will seek to ensure: 

 The safeguarding of children, young persons and vulnerable 
adults. This means safeguarding them from physical, 
psychological and emotional harm and protecting them from 
exploitation. 

 That any person who applies to operate, drive or own a 
hackney carriage or private hire vehicle  is a suitable person 
and does not pose a threat (in any form) to the public 

 That the public are safeguarded from dishonest persons ; and 

 That vehicles used to convey passengers are safe and fit for 
the purpose for which they are licensed 

 
2.2. Licences 
 

The primary legislation relating to hackney carriage and private 
hire licensing is contained in the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 
and the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 
and provides for five different types of licences as follows: 

 

 Hackney carriage Driver Licence 

 Private Hire Driver Licence 

 Hackney carriage Licence 

 Private hire vehicle Licence 

 Private Hire Operator Licence 
 

The Licensing Authority is responsible for the administration and 

determination of applications for the above types of licences.  This 

Policy will explain how the Licensing Authority intends to exercise 

its hackney carriage and private hire licensing functions.  This 

Policy sets out how applications will be looked at and determined. 

 
2.3 Review of the Policy 

The Statutory Standards require local authorities to review its 

licensing policy every five years.  This version will remain in force 

until 2026, when it will be subject to review and further 

consultation as laid down by the legislation, unless such review 

or consultation is required in the interim.  This Policy will be 

subject to continuous evaluation and may be reviewed at any 

time.  At the time of any review all interested parties, partners and 

stakeholders will again be consulted. 

If a need to change licensing requirements has been identified, 

this same need will apply to those already in possession of a 

licence.  Any change in policy will be followed by a review of 

existing licences.  The implementation schedule of any changes 

that affect current licence holders will be transparent and 

communicated promptly and clearly.  Where there is a change, 

for example, to the suitability criteria in this Policy, Telford & 
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Wrekin Council will consider each case on its own merits.  Where 

there are exceptional, clear and compelling reasons to deviate 

from this Policy, the Council will consider doing so and will record 

the reasons for any deviation. 

3. Personal Data 

Personal Data held by the Licensing Service: 

 Name  
 Address  
 Date of birth  
 Telephone number and email address (if supplied)  
 DVLA driving licence  
 Photographs  
 Outcomes of Criminal Record (Disclosure and Barring Service) 

checks  
 Certificate of good conduct (where required)  
 Proof of identification  
 Proof of right to work in UK  
 Driving Standards Assessment Form 
 Completed medical forms and any supporting medical information 

from GPs, Opticians or other medical specialists  
 Vehicle registrations  
 Details of traffic offences  
 Complaints made about drivers or operators  

3.1 How to access your personal data:  

 
You can submit a subject access request for a copy of your full 
file.  This service is provided in accordance with the General Data 
Protection Regulations.  There is a fee for providing the 
information.  

 
4. Licensing Principles 

The Licensing Authority aims to provide a clear consistent service to 
Licence Holders, Members of the Public and other Stakeholders.  We 
will look to balance the needs of the applicant against the over-riding 
duty that the Council has to protect children and vulnerable adults. 
 
All licence applications will be considered and determined on their own 
merits. 
 
As well as the authority to grant licences the Council has the authority to 
refuse to grant or to renew licences and also to suspend and/or revoke 
licences in accordance with relevant legislation. The Council may also 
choose to give written warnings and/or require the licence holder to 
undertake a course of action, tests or checks.  

 
5.  Licensing Committee  
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Telford & Wrekin Council’s Licensing Committee is made up of 10 
members of the council.  The Licensing Committee will deal with policy 
issues, conditions of licence, the setting of fees and charges and 
hackney carriage fares.  A Licensing Sub-Committee, made up of a 
minimum of 3 members of the Licensing Committee, will deal with 
applications and reviews of licences. 

 
Members, when determining applications for a licence, renewals or 

reviews of a licence, will have regard to this Policy document. 

6. The Licensing Process & Delegation of Functions 

6.1 The Council has delegated its licensing function in defined 

circumstances to the Council’s Licensing Committee and 

Licensing Officers. All applications will be determined in 

accordance with the Council’s licensing policy and each 

application will be determined on its own merit.   

6.2 Where an application is referred to the Licensing Sub-Committee 

by the Principal Licensing Officer, the application will be 

determined at the earliest convenience on its own merits.  

Members of the Committee will take into consideration the facts 

of the application and hear the representations of the Applicant. 

6.3 Decisions 

Members and Officers responsible for making decisions will have 

undertaken sufficient training in accordance with the Statutory 

Taxi and Private Hire Vehicle Standards. 

The safeguarding of children and vulnerable adults and protection 

from exploitation is a significant consideration in making 

decisions.  Each case will be considered on its own merits. 

Human Rights Act implications will be taken into consideration 

and the rules of natural justice will be observed.  Decisions will be 

reasonable and proportionate. 

Following the determination of an application by the Council the 

applicant will receive a copy of the decision in writing.  This written 

decision will be delivered as soon as possible after the decision 

has been made but in any case within 14 days. This will include 

information on the right of appeal where appropriate. 

The Principal Licensing Officer will review licences in accordance 

with the Council’s licensing policy and the Council’s Public 

Protection Enforcement Policy. There will be clear separation 

between investigator and the decision maker. 
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Parties aggrieved by a decision of the Licensing Authority have a 

right of appeal. This should be lodged with the relevant Court in 

accordance with the statutory provisions.  In such circumstances, 

the Council strongly advises parties to seek appropriate 

independent legal advice promptly. 

 
6.4 Work with Partners 

Telford & Wrekin Council works with partners when dealing with 

Hackney carriage and Private Hire Licensing issues.  Such 

partners include (but are not restricted to) West Mercia Police, 

Driver and Vehicle Standards (DVSA) Agency, UK Border 

Agency, Disclosure and Barring Service, Community Safety 

Partnership, Telford Hackney carriage Association, Telford 

Private Hire Operators Association, Telford Private Hire Drivers 

Association, Shropshire Council, other local authorities and other 

Council service areas such as Independent Safeguarding, 

consumer groups and all licence holders. 

Telford & Wrekin Council will maintain close links with partners to 

ensure effective and efficient information sharing procedures and 

protocols are in place and are being used. 

In particular the Council will make referrals to the Disclosure and 

Barring Service where: 

 An individual has harmed or poses a risk of harm to a child 
or vulnerable adult 

 An individual has satisfied the ‘harm test’.  (A person 
satisfies the harm test if they may harm a child or 
vulnerable adult or put them at risk of harm. It is something 
a person may do to cause harm or pose a risk of harm to 
a child or vulnerable adult.): or 

 Received a caution or conviction for a relevant offence 
and; 

 The person they are referring is, has or might in future be 
working in a regulated activity. 
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Part 2 –Determining the Suitability of a Person to hold a Licence 

1. Introduction 

This part of the policy provides guidance on the criteria to be used in 

determining whether an applicant or an existing licence holder is suitable 

to hold a hackney carriage and/or private hire vehicle, driver and/or 

operator licence. 

The aim of the guidance is not to punish the applicant twice for a 

conviction or caution but to ensure that public safety is not compromised. 

The Council cannot review the merits of any conviction. 

The overriding consideration when having regard to this Policy is to 

protect the safety of the public.  

The policy is designed to ensure: 

 That a person is a fit and proper person. 

 That the person does not pose a threat to the public. 

 That the public are safeguarded from dishonest persons. 

 The safeguarding of children, young persons and vulnerable 
adults including protection from exploitation.  
 

Where Licensing Officers have delegated powers to grant, refuse, 

suspend, or revoke licences they will use this Policy in making 

decisions.  However all decisions will be made on the merits of the 

individual case. 

Whilst officers and the licensing sub-committee will have regard to the 

policy, and in some cases this Policy says “never”, each case will be 

considered on its individual merits. 

2. Safe & Suitable Person 

Under the provisions of Sections 51, 55, and 59, Local Government 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976, the Council is required to ensure 

that an applicant for the grant or renewal of a hackney carriage/private 

hire vehicle, driver and/or private hire vehicle operator licence is a ‘fit and 

proper person’ to hold such a licence.  The term safe & suitable is a 

modern version of ‘fit & proper’ and will be better understood. There are 

no statutory criteria for vehicle licences; therefore, the authority has an 

absolute discretion. 

2.1 The Council’s view of a safe & suitable person is:   

 Honest and trustworthy  

 Not abusive, exploitative, violent or threatening  

 A competent and safe driver fully conversant with relevant  - 
road traffic legislation and licence conditions  

 Conversant with the area that they are working in to ensure 
passengers are carried economically 

 Able to communicate effectively with passengers and can 
read, speak, write and understand English.  
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 In good physical and mental health  
 
3. Disclosed Criminal History 

Applicants applying for the grant or renewal of a driver, vehicle or 

operator licence will be required to obtain a disclosure from the 

Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS) to be used in the decision 

making process to establish whether they are a safe and suitable 

person.  The Council will ONLY share personal data in accordance with 

legal requirements.  

Any applicant who has spent three continuous months or more living 

outside the United Kingdom from the age of 18 will have to provide 

evidence of a criminal record check from the relevant country for that 

period. The DBS website provides guidance at 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/criminal-records-checks-

for-overseas-applicants 

The Council will consider all cautions, convictions, spent or unspent 

having regard to but not restricted to the following: - 

 How relevant the offence(s) are to the licence being applied for. 

 How serious the offence(s) were.  

 When the offence(s) were committed and the date of conviction. 

 Sentence imposed by the court. 

 The applicant’s age at the time of conviction 

 Whether they form part of a pattern of offending or indicate a 
pattern of unacceptable behaviour.  

 Any other factors that might be relevant and the extent of any 
mitigating factors 

 
If the applicant has notified the Council of a conviction but is appealing 

against it to a higher court, the application will be determined in 

accordance with this Policy. 

4. Outstanding Charges or Summonses 

If the individual is the subject of an outstanding charge or summons their 

application can be processed, but the application will be determined at 

conclusion of the proceedings. 

5. Non-conviction Information 

The Council is entitled to use other records and information in 

determining applications, including information held by other licensing 

authorities, or disclosed by the Police under the Protection of Freedoms 

Act 2012. 

If an applicant has been arrested or charged but not convicted, for a 

serious offence which suggests the applicant could be a danger to the 

public, consideration should be given to refusing the application. Such 

offences would include violent offences and sex offences. 
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6. Licences issued by other Licensing Authorities 

Where an applicant already holds a licence granted by another licensing 

authority, the provisions of this Policy shall take precedence over any 

decision of another Licensing Authority.  

7. Drivers 

An applicant for a new or renewal of a driver’s licence will be required 

to provide an Enhanced Disclosure from the Disclosure and Barring 

Service (DBS), and to complete a statutory declaration listing any 

previous convictions 

The Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974 (Exceptions) Order 1975  

allows the Council to take into account all convictions recorded against 

an applicant or the holder of a private hire or hackney carriage driver’s 

Licence, whether spent or not. Therefore, the Licensing Authority will 

have regard to all relevant convictions, particularly where there is a 

long history of offending or a recent pattern of repeat offending.  

8. Private Hire Operators 

The applicant will be required to provide a Basic Disclosure from the 

Disclosure and Barring Service, and to complete a statutory declaration 

listing any previous convictions.  A private hire operator is only required 

to submit a basic disclosure.  If you are already a licensed driver with 

Telford & Wrekin Council and you want to submit your existing 

enhanced disclosure instead of a new basic disclosure, the Council will 

accept that.   

 

Private Hire Operators will be in receipt of sensitive information such as 

holiday plans, movement of customers and their families, and details 

about vulnerable individuals.  Therefore public trust and confidence in 

the overall safety and integrity of the private hire system is vital.  The 

same standards relating to criminal history will be applied to operators 

as those applied to drivers.   

9. Vehicle Proprietors 

The Applicant for hackney carriages or private hire vehicles will be 

required to provide a Basic Disclosure from the Disclosure and Barring 

Service, and to complete a statutory declaration listing any/all previous 

convictions.  A vehicle proprietor is only required to submit a basic 

disclosure.  If you are already a licensed driver with Telford & Wrekin 

Council and you want to submit your existing enhanced disclosure 

instead of a new basic disclosure, the Council will accept that.   

Vehicle proprietors (both hackney carriage and private hire) have two 
principal responsibilities to: 
 

 Ensure that the vehicle is maintained to an acceptable standard 
at all times. 
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 Ensure that the vehicle is not used for illegal or illicit purposes. 
 

10. Criminal History 

10.1 Convictions that will prevent a licence being issued: 

 Crimes resulting in death 
 

 Exploitation   
 

Where an applicant or licensee has been convicted of a 

crime involving, related to, or has any connection with abuse, 

exploitation, use or treatment of another individual 

irrespective of whether the victim or victims were adults or 

children, they will not be licensed. This includes slavery, child 

sexual exploitation, criminal exploitation, grooming, 

psychological, emotional or financial abuse, but this is not an 

exhaustive list. 

 Sex and indecency offences 
 

Where an applicant has a conviction for any offence involving 

or connected with illegal sexual activity or any form of 

indecency, a licence will not be granted. This will apply to 

any applicant who is currently on the Sex Offenders Register 

or on any ‘barred’ list. 

 Immigration Offences 
 
Where a person has been served an immigration penalty or 
convicted of an immigration offence a licence will not be 
granted.  Where a licence holder has been served an 
immigration penalty or convicted of an immigration offence 
the licence shall be revoked immediately. 
 

10.2 Other convictions 

In relation to single convictions, the following time periods 

should elapse following completion of the sentence (or the date 

of conviction if a fine was imposed) before a Licence will be 

granted. 

Offences involving violence 

Where an applicant has a conviction for an offence of violence, 

or connected with any offence of violence, a licence will not be 

granted until at least 10 years have elapsed since the 

completion of any sentence imposed. 

Possession of a weapon 

Where an applicant has a conviction for possession of a weapon 

or any other weapon related offence, a licence will not be 
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granted until at least 7 years have elapsed since the completion 

of any sentence imposed. 

Dishonesty  

Where an applicant has a conviction for any offence of 

dishonesty, or any offence where dishonesty is an element of 

the offence, a licence will not be granted until at least 7 years 

have elapsed since the completion of any sentence imposed. 

Drugs 

Where an applicant has any conviction for, or related to, the 

supply of drugs, or possession with intent to supply a licence will 

not be granted until at least 10 years have elapsed since the 

completion of any sentence imposed. 

Where an applicant has a conviction for possession of drugs, or 

related to the possession of drugs, a licence will not be granted 

until at least 5 years have elapsed since the completion of any 

sentence imposed. In these circumstances, any applicant will 

also have to undergo drugs testing at their own expense to 

demonstrate that they are not using controlled drugs. 

Discrimination 

Where an applicant has a conviction involving or connected with 

discrimination in any form, a licence will not be granted until at 

least 7 years have elapsed since the completion of any sentence 

imposed. 

Motoring convictions 

Hackney carriage and private hire drivers are professional 

drivers charged with the responsibility of carrying the public. Any 

motoring conviction demonstrates a lack of professionalism and 

will be considered seriously. It is accepted that offences can be 

committed unintentionally, and a single occurrence of a minor 

traffic offence would not prohibit the grant of a licence or may 

not result in action against an existing licence.  Subsequent 

convictions reinforce the fact that the licensee does not take 

their professional responsibilities seriously and is therefore not a 

safe and suitable person to be granted or retain a licence. 

Drink driving/driving under the influence of drugs 

Where an applicant has a conviction for drink driving or driving 

under the influence of drugs, a licence will not be granted until at 

least 7 years have elapsed since the completion of any sentence 

or driving ban imposed. In these circumstances, any applicant 

will also have to undergo drugs testing at their own expense to 

demonstrate that they are not using controlled drugs. 
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Using a hand‐held telephone or hand held device whilst 

driving 

Where an applicant has a conviction for using a held‐hand 

mobile telephone or a hand‐held device whilst driving, a licence 

will not be granted until at least 5 years have elapsed since the 

conviction or completion of any sentence or driving ban 

imposed, whichever is the later. 

Other motoring offences 

A minor traffic or vehicle related offence is one which does not 

involve loss of life, driving under the influence of drink or drugs, 

driving whilst using a mobile phone, and has not resulted in 

injury to any person or damage to any property (including 

vehicles). Where an applicant has 7 or more points on their 

DVLA licence for minor traffic or similar offences, a licence will 

not be granted until at least 5 years have elapsed since the 

completion of any sentence imposed. 

A major traffic or vehicle related offence is one which is not 

covered above and also any offence which resulted in injury to 

any person or damage to any property (including vehicles). It 

also includes, but is not restricted to, driving without insurance or 

any offence connected with motor insurance. Where an 

applicant has a conviction for a major traffic offence or similar 

offence, a licence will not be granted until at least 7 years have 

elapsed since the completion of any sentence imposed. 

Hackney carriage and private hire offences 

Where an applicant has a conviction for an offence concerned 

with or connected to hackney carriage or private hire activity 

(excluding vehicle use), a licence will not be granted until at 

least 7 years have elapsed since the completion of any sentence 

imposed. 

Vehicle use offences 

Where an applicant has a conviction for any offence which 

involved the use of a vehicle (including hackney carriages and 

private hire vehicles), a licence will not be granted until at least 7 

years have elapsed since the completion of any sentence 

imposed. 

11. Right of Appeal 

Any Applicant refused a vehicle, driver or operator licence on the 

grounds that the Council is not satisfied that they are not a safe & 

suitable person to hold such a licence, or who has had their licence 

suspended or revoked has a right to appeal to the relevant Court within 

21 days of the notice of decision.  
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Part 3 – Licensable Activities and Criteria 
 

1. General 
 

1.1 This part of the Policy will focus on the licensable activities and 
the necessary steps required to obtain and hold such a licence.  
These steps will include the standards required and the 
conditions that applicants and licence holders will be required to 
attain.  

 
1.2 The following are applicable to all licence types:  

 The application form must be fully completed and include all 
relevant information. If any part of the application form is not 
complete, the applicant will be required to provide all the required 
information before the application can be accepted for 
processing. 
 

 Where an applicant has failed to declare relevant information or 
provided false information, the application is likely to be refused.  
Where this relates to an existing licence, the licence is likely to be 
revoked. Applicants are reminded that it is an offence to 
knowingly or recklessly make a false declaration or omit any 
material fact. 

 

 During the course of a licence, should a licence holder be 
arrested, released, charged, or convicted of any offence listed in 
Part 2 of this document, the Council will review the said licence. 
 

 Where a licence has been surrendered or revoked a new 
application must be submitted in accordance with the relevant 
new licence procedures before the Council will consider the 
application.  

 

 When a licence lapses, the Council will not permit any ‘periods of 
grace’ for the submission of a renewal application unless there is 
satisfactory evidence of exceptional circumstances that are 
accepted by the Council.  

 
1.3 The Council follows the current Disclosure and Barring (DBS) 

Code of Practice for Registered Persons and Other Recipients of 
Disclosure Information and abides by the handling of DBS 
certificate information requirements on the secure storage, 
handling, use, retention, and disposal of disclosure certificates 
and certificate information.  All DBS disclosures will be required 
at the maximum level set by legislation. Drivers who undertake 
work on Telford & Wrekin transport contracts are advised to 
contact the department of the Council which provides the 
contracts in order to ascertain what standard of criminal record 
disclosure is required. 

 
2. Drivers 
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2.1 Summary 

Any person who drives a hackney carriage must hold the 

appropriate driver’s licence.  Hackney carriage driver licences 

are issued in accordance with section 46 of the Town Police 

Clauses Act 1847.  A hackney carriage is a taxi with a meter 

which is licensed for up to 8 passengers.  It can be hired from a 

taxi rank and hailed in the street within the district where it is 

licensed or booked in advance. 

Any person who drives a private hire vehicle must hold the 

appropriate vehicle driver’s licence.  Private hire vehicle driver 

licences are issued in accordance with section 51 of the Local 

Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.  A private hire 

vehicle is licensed for up to 8 passengers.  It is not licensed to 

collect passengers from ranks or to be hailed in the street, but is 

licensed only to be hired by prior arrangement through a licensed 

private hire operator. 

This Council’s process for an application to drive a hackney 

carriage or an application to drive a private hire vehicle is the 

same.  It, therefore, issues a Dual Driver Licence which permits a 

person to driver either a hackney carriage or private hire vehicle. 

2.2 Safe and Suitable Person 

Licensed drivers provide a public service. The Council will not 

licence anyone to drive a hackney carriage or private hire vehicle 

unless it is satisfied that they are a “fit and proper” (Safe and 

Suitable) person.  In determining whether a person is “fit and 

proper”, the Council will use its Taxi (hackney carriage) and 

Private Hire Licence Policy for determining the suitability of a 

person to hold a licence. 

2.2.1 Disclosed Criminal History 

 Due to the nature of the occupation, hackney carriage and 

private hire vehicle drivers are an exempt occupation under 

the provisions of the Rehabilitation of Offenders Act 1974. 

As a result, convictions are deemed never to be spent.   

 When assessing the suitability of an applicant to hold a 
driver licence, the Council will consider the applicants 
criminal history as a whole, together with all other relevant 
information and intelligence including their history (e.g. 
complaints and positive comments from the public, 
compliance with licensing conditions and willingness to co-
operate with licensing officers) whilst holding a licence from 
the Council or any other licensing authority.  Particular 
attention will be given to patterns of behaviour, irrespective 
of the time scales over which they have occurred, both in 
terms of proven or alleged criminal behaviour/conduct that 
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may indicate the safety and welfare of the public may be at 
risk from the applicant.   

 
2.2.2 Enhanced Disclosure & Barring Certificate 

In considering the safe and suitable person test and in 

order to ensure the Council is in a position to make as 

accurate an assessment of the applicant’s suitability to hold 

a licence as is reasonably practicable, all drivers must 

complete an enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service 

check (DBS) upon initial application and at the same time 

sign up to the DBS Update Service.  Further DBS checks 

will be carried out by the Council every six months for each 

driver licence issued.  Where there is any cause for a 

licence to be reviewed, the Council may carry out an 

additional check through the DBS Update Service.  Where 

the Update Service indicates there has been a change to 

the licence holder’s records held by the DBS, a licence 

holder will be required to submit a new application to the 

DBS for an enhanced disclosure certificate at their own 

expense.  Where a licence holder refuses to complete an 

application for a further check the Council will take this into 

consideration in determining their continuing suitability to 

hold a licence. 

  On the return of a DBS check where convictions have been 

disclosed, the Principal Licensing Officer will consider the 

convictions and determine the application under delegated 

authority.  Where the application falls within policy it will be 

granted and where the application falls outside of Council 

policy it will be refused.  However, where. the application 

does not fall within the Council policy and there are 

mitigating circumstances, the Principal Licensing Officer 

may refer the application to the Council’s Licensing Sub 

Committee to either grant or refuse.   In addition to 

conviction/caution information applicants and existing 

drivers are required to provide details of all warnings, 

driving endorsements/disqualification periods relating to 

minor traffic offences fixed penalties, penalty charge 

notices and any other similar sanctions, together with any 

charges or arrests that they are the subject of in connection 

with criminal offences, whether or not actually charged with 

the offence, and details of any allegations of involvement 

in criminal activity or where they have been questioned in 

connection with any alleged criminal activity or 

inappropriate/ unacceptable behaviour or any other 

relevant pending matter. 

 

2.2.3 Personal Safety Precautions Register 
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Telford & Wrekin Council will also make additional checks 

on the Council’s Personal Safety Precautions Register, on 

your personal information held on other relevant local 

authorities’ systems; with West Mercia Police (and other 

relevant police forces where appropriate); or with any other 

appropriate organisation, agency or person. 

2.2.4 National Register of Taxi Licence Refusals and 

Revocations 

 
Telford & Wrekin Council provides information to the 

National Register of Taxi Licence Refusals and 

Revocations (NR3), a mechanism for licensing authorities 

to share details of individuals who have had a hackney 

carriage or private hire vehicle (PHV) driver licence 

revoked, or an application for one refused. This is 

necessary for the performance of a task carried out in the 

public interest or in the exercise of official authority vested 

in the licensing authority – that is, assessing whether an 

individual is a fit and proper person to hold a hackney 

carriage or PHV licence.  

 
Therefore:  

 

 Where a hackney carriage/ PHV licence is 

revoked, or an application for one refused, Telford 

& Wrekin Council will automatically record this 

decision on NR3.  

 All applications for a new licence or licence 

renewal will automatically be checked on NR3. If a 

search of NR3 indicates a match with an applicant, 

Telford & Wrekin Council will seek further 

information about the entry on the register from the 

authority which recorded it. Any information 

received as a result of an NR3 search will only be 

used in respect of the specific license application 

and will not be retained beyond the determination 

of that application.  

 
The information recorded on NR3 itself will be limited to:  

 

 name  

 date of birth  

 address and contact details  
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 national insurance number  

 driving licence number  

 decision taken  

 date of decision  

 date decision effective  
 

Information will be retained on NR3 for a period of 25 

years.  

 
This is a mandatory part of applying for a licence to drive 

hackney carriages/private hire vehicles.  Telford & Wrekin 

Council has published principles it will follow on the 

approach it will take to requests by other authorities for 

further information about entries on NR3, and about the 

use it will make of any further information provided to it.  

The principles are attached at Appendix A to this Policy. 

 
Information will be processed in accordance with the Data 

Protection Act (DPA) and General Data Protection 

Regulation (GDPR). Any searches, provision or receipt of 

information of or under NR3 are necessary to the 

authority’s statutory licensing functions of ensuring that all 

drivers are fit and proper to hold the applicable licence. It 

is not intended that any NR3 data will be transferred out of 

the United Kingdom.  

 
If you wish to raise any issue related to the data protection 

legislation, including by relying on any of the rights afforded 

to data subjects under the GDPR, you can do so to the 

authority’s Data Protection Officer.  

 
This includes submitting a subject access request.  

 
You always have the right to make a complaint to the 

Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO). Advice on how 

to raise a concern about handling of data can be found on 

the ICO’s website: https://ico.org.uk/make-a-complaint 

 
2.2.5 Sharing of Information 

 
The information provided will be used in the process of 
considering the application and may be sent to authorised 
bodies including: Police, benefits agencies, Councillors in 
the course of considering applications, Inland Revenue, 
other local authorities. The Council is under a duty to 
protect the public funds that it administers and to this end 
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we may share your information internally or with other 
organisations for the prevention and detection of a crime or 
any matters connected to a breach of the Council’s 
licensing policy. We will not transfer your personal data 
outside the European Economic Area or disclose it to any 
third party other than for legitimate purposes such as those 
outlined above.  

 
2.2.6 Full Driving Licence 

 

  All applicants must, upon application for a new or renewed 
licence hold a DVLA/EC/EEA full category B driving 
Licence and must have held such a licence for not less than 
three years prior to applying for the licence. The Licence 
referred to is one issued under Part III Road Traffic Act, 
1988, as amended by the Road Traffic Act, 1991, 
authorising the holder to drive a motor car. 

 
2.2.7 Medical Examination 

 All applicants must, upon application for a new or renewed 

licence, complete a satisfactory medical examination to 

Group 2 standards carried out by a doctor who has sight of 

the applicant’s medical records.  Details of where to obtain 

your medical are on the Council’s website. 

If during the period of a licence, the Council has reason to 

believe that a person’s medical circumstances have 

changed, the person will be required to undergo another 

Group 2 medical examination. 

The Council may revoke or suspend an existing licence if 

the holder is unable to demonstrate, as necessary, that 

he/she remains medically fit to hold such licence.  The 

Council reserves the right to refer any such matter to its 

own appointed medical officer whose decision will be final. 

 The medical examination includes a vision assessment 

that must be completed by a doctor or optician/optometrist.  

Some doctors will be able to fill in both the vision and 

medical assessment sections of the report.  If the doctor is 

unable to fully answer all the questions on the vision 

assessment you must have it filled in by an optician or 

optometrist.   

  2.2.8 Driver Awareness Training and Knowledge Test  

 Applicants for a licence to drive a Hackney carriage or 
Private hire vehicle will be required to attend the Council’s 
Driver Awareness Training and Knowledge Test.  The 
training will include disability awareness training 
(responsibilities under the provisions of the Equality Act 
2010.) and Child Sexual Exploitation awareness training 
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and pass the Knowledge Test.  This will test the applicant’s 
listening and language skills by the instructions given and 
reading written English by being able to read the 
knowledge test paper.  If during the period of a licence, the 
Council receives complaints about a driver or the licensed 
driver breaches licence conditions, the driver may be 
required to attend the Council’s Driver Awareness Training 
and/or Knowledge Test.  Details of what is required in the 
Knowledge Test is included on the Council’s website. 

 
Normal examination conditions will apply during the 

Knowledge Test.  Any person found to be using unfair 

means during the test will be excluded from the test and 

will be required to take a fresh test and pay the appropriate 

fee.  This may also affect their fitness and propriety to be 

granted a licence. 

If an applicant fails the Knowledge Test 3 times the 

application will be refused.  

2.2.9 Driving Standards Assessment 

Applicants for a licence to drive a Hackney carriage or 

Private hire vehicle will be required to pass the Council’s 

approved Driving Standards Assessment. 

At the time of your driving assessment, you will need 

to bring with you a vehicle in good working order.  

This can be any vehicle, hired or your own.   

If an applicant fails the Driving Assessment 3 times, the 

application will be refused.  

2.3 New Applicants 

On initial application, before a licence is granted, applicants are 

required to:  

 Submit a completed application form 

 Provide a photograph endorsed to Passport standards 

 Submit proof of a Right to Work in the UK 

 Receive a satisfactory enhanced Disclosure & Barring 
Service Check (DBS) and/or where relevant, a Certificate 
of Good Conduct via the Council’s approved process 
(details on the Council’s website). 

 Sign up to the DBS update service. 

 Receive a satisfactory DVLA driving record via the 
Council’s approved process (details on the Council’s 
website). 

 Attend the Council’s Driver Awareness Training.  

 Pass the Council’s Knowledge Test  

 Pass the Council’s Driving Standards Assessment  

 Pass a Group 2 medical examination  
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2.4 Returning Drivers who are currently licensed by another 

Council 

Telford & Wrekin Council are mindful that a number of drivers 

have licensed with a neighbouring authority and have 

relinquished their driver badges. In order to possibly encourage 

drivers to be licensed with this authority, we will introduce a ‘fast-

track’ application process for all drivers currently licensed by 

another Council and who were previously licensed by Telford & 

Wrekin Council. The process for such individuals previously 

licensed with Telford & Wrekin Council will be as follows:- 

 Submit a completed application form and Proof of a Right 
to Work in the UK 

 Provide a photograph endorsed to Passport standards 

 Receive a satisfactory enhanced Disclosure & Barring 
Service (DBS) Check. If drivers can submit a DBS 
certificate less than 3 months old, the Licensing Service 
will accept the certificate. DBS certificates older than 3 
months will require a new certificate.  Where the applicant 
has subscribed to the DBS update service and a check of 
the online service does not indicate that a new DBS 
certificate is required, then a new DBS Certificate will not 
be required. 

 Sign up to the DBS update service (unless already signed 
up).  

 Attend Driver Awareness Training. (No knowledge test 
will be required for drivers whose Telford & Wrekin 
Council driver licence expired less than 2 years prior to a 
new application being submitted to Telford & Wrekin 
Council.)  

 Pass the Council’s Driving Standards Assessment (DSA) 
(unless Telford & Wrekin’s DSA has been passed within 
the last 2 years) or in the case of an appeal to and as 
authorised by the Principal Licensing Officer pass a test 
of a similar standard. 

 Pass a Group 2 medical examination. However, all 
medicals have a three year expiry date. Providing that the 
driver’s medical certificate held on file by Telford & Wrekin 
Council has not expired, we will not require a medical 
examination until such time that the 3 years duration of 
the licence has lapsed, but the driver will be required to 
complete a medical declaration form. 

 Complete a DVLA record check. 

 Pay the Council’s licence fee. 
 

2.5 Returning drivers who have either surrendered their 

previous licence or who had their previous licence revoked. 
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Where an application has expired, been surrendered or revoked 

a new application must be submitted in accordance with the 2.3 

above. 

2.6 Duration of the Application Process 

The application process for a licence must be completed within 3 

months of the date of the DBS Certificate, Medical Certificate or 

application form (whichever is the earlier).  After 3 months the 

application will be determined.  Where the application process is 

not completed within 3 months, the application will be refused. 

 2.7 Renewal of a Licence 

A licence renewal application must be submitted, determined and 

issued before it reaches its expiry date to allow the driver to 

continue driving a licensed vehicle.  Once a licence expires, is 

revoked or surrendered, it ceases to exist.  Only in exceptional 

circumstances would an application for renewal be entertained 

after expiry, otherwise a new application will be required.   

2.8 Duration of Licence 

Driver licences (Dual) will normally be issued for a period of 3 

years or for a lesser period as the Council thinks appropriate in 

the circumstances of the case.  Licences will not be issued for a 

period any longer than the length of a person’s permission to live 

and work in the UK.  

 2.9 Driver Licence Conditions 

When a driver is issued with a licence the driver will be asked to 

sign for the licence and the attached conditions.  If a driver is found 

to be in breach of the conditions of licence, the driver’s licence will 

be reviewed in accordance with the Council’s Public Protection 

Enforcement Policy. 

A copy of the Council’s Dual Driver Licence conditions is attached 
at Appendix B. 

 
2.10 Equality Act 2010 

Drivers of vehicles adapted to carry disabled passengers must be 

trained in the use of equipment necessary to convey the 

passenger safely.  

In accordance with statutory requirements a licensed driver shall 

not refuse to convey Wheel chair users and/or assistance dogs in 

the vehicle unless an exemption applies (see Part 4 of this 

document). 

3. Vehicles 

3.1 Summary 
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A district council is responsible for licensing vehicles which carry 

up to 8 passengers.  There are two type of vehicles, hackney 

carriages and private hire vehicles. 

3.1.1 Hackney carriages are licensed in accordance with the 

provisions contained in the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 

and the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 

1976, in the interests of public safety.   

A hackney carriage is fitted with a meter and is licensed 

for up to 8 passengers. Commonly known as a Taxi, a 

hackney carriage can be hired from a taxi rank and hailed 

in the street within the district where it is licensed or it can 

be pre booked. 

3.1.2 Private hire vehicles are licensed in accordance with the 

provisions of the Local Government (Miscellaneous 

Provisions) Act 1976.  Private hire vehicles must not have 

the appearance of a Hackney carriage. 

 A private hire vehicle cannot be hired from a rank or 

hailed in the street.  It must always be pre-booked 

through a licensed private hire operator. 

3.2 Type Approval 

All vehicles submitted to the Council for licensing as a Hackney 

carriage or Private hire vehicle shall meet the safety standards 

of one of the following ;  M1 Category European Whole Vehicle 

Type Approval; British National Type approval; or in the case of 

converted vehicles British Single Vehicle Approval (before 29 

April 2009); or Individual Vehicle Approval (from 29 April 

2009).to M1 standards.   For more information visit 

https://www.gov.uk/vehicle-approval 

 

3.3 Registered Keeper 
 

An applicant for a vehicle licence must be the registered keeper 

of the vehicle concerned. 

The Council accepts that a full V5 registration form in the new 

owner’s name is not always available upon first application for a 

licence; however, the V5/2 green section of the V5 form must be 

produced.  Where the green section has been produced on first 

licensing the vehicle, a full V5 form in the new owner’s name must 

be produced at the earliest opportunity and in any case upon 

renewal of a licence.  A V5 form or proof of purchase must be 

produced upon transfer of a vehicle licence. 

 3.4 Criminal Record Check 
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An individual person, partner, or company director wishing to 

licence a hackney carriage or private hire vehicle must complete 

a basic criminal record disclosure application (except where an 

applicant is a driver currently licensed by Telford & Wrekin 

Council and they want to submit their existing enhanced 

disclosure instead of a new basic disclosure, the Council will 

accept that).   

 3.5 Insurance 

During the currency of the vehicle licence, the Proprietor shall 

keep in force, in relation to the use of the vehicle for hire and 

reward, a policy which complies with the provisions of Section 

145 of Part VI Road Traffic Act 1988 and which covers third 

party liability both in respect of physical injury or death AND in 

respect of damage to personal belongings. The certificate of 

insurance shall be produced on licence application and to an 

Authorised Officer of the Council for inspection whenever 

required. 

Insurance certificates or cover notes issued to cover “any 

vehicle” or “any driver” must be accompanied by “any vehicle 

and/or any driver” schedule(s) together with a signed statement 

of undertaking by the insurance policy holder that the said 

schedule(s) does not contain information or details relating to 

vehicles and drivers which would fall into exemptions stipulated 

by the Insurance Company when the policy was issued. 

3.6 Council Compliance Test 

Vehicles licensed to carry persons for hire and reward must be fit, 

safe, comfortable and suitable for the purpose for which they are 

licensed.  Vehicles will be tested and inspected at the Council’s 

approved testing station by a Driver and Vehicle Standards 

Agency (DVSA) authorised MOT examiner.   

The Council’s Inspection Standards for Licensed Vehicle Testing 

and Compliance Standards (see Part 7 of this document) 

provides a guide for those who prepare vehicles for/or carry out 

the statutory tests on hackney carriages and private hire vehicles.  

It also provides vehicle owners with the compulsory requirements 

that enable a vehicle to be licensed.  (See Part 7.) 

Licensed vehicles are subject to much higher annual mileages 

and more arduous driving than average family vehicles.  

Therefore in the interests of passenger and other road users’ 

safety, a more stringent maintenance and testing regime is 

required.  The purpose of the Council’s Compliance Test is to 

confirm that hackney carriages and private hire vehicles meet 

these more stringent standards.  The Test includes a standard 

MOT test and an inspection of additional items identified by way 

of conditions of licence. These additional items have been 
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deemed reasonable and necessary in order to protect the public 

using licensed vehicles.  It is not intended that the Test and 

inspection be used in lieu of a regular preventative maintenance 

programme.   

To ensure that vehicles licensed within the borough of Telford & 

Wrekin are fit for purpose, the Council has determined that 

vehicles will be subjected to a test, to a frequency specified in the 

Council’s conditions of licence. See Appendices C & D. 

If the Council’s Authorised Officer or Police Constable when 

inspecting a vehicle is not satisfied as to the fitness of the vehicle 

or the accuracy of the meter, a written notice may be given to the 

Proprietor to make the hackney carriage and/taxi meter available 

for further inspection and testing at such reasonable time and 

place as may be specified.  The vehicle licence may be 

suspended until the Authorised Officer or Police Constable is 

satisfied as to the vehicle’s fitness or as to the accuracy of the taxi 

meter. 

If a vehicle has been off the road for more than a month it must 

undergo and pass the Council’s Compliance Test before it can 

return to work in the borough of Telford & Wrekin. 

3.7 Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) 

Vehicles may be fitted with closed circuit television (CCTV) 

systems in accordance with the Council’s CCTV policy (see Part 

6 of this document). 

3.8 Accessible Vehicles 

Certification should be produced, at the time of application for a 
licence, showing all of the fittings used to secure wheelchairs to 
the floor of the vehicle, ramps and tail lifts are to Department for 
Transport specifications. 

 
3.9 Applications 

The application process is the same for a new or renewal 

application for both types of licensed vehicles.  The applicant 

must submit: 

 A completed application form 

 V5 form 

 Valid insurance certificate 

 Basic Disclosure Certificate 

 Licence fee 

 Certificate of Vehicle Type Approval (New Applications only) 

 Certification for wheelchair fittings, ramps and tail lifts (for 
accessible vehicles) (New Applications only) 
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Upon application, a new or renewed licence will not be issued until 

a vehicle passes the Compliance Test. 

 3.10 Renewal of a Licence 

A licence renewal application must be submitted, determined and 

issued before it reaches its expiry date to allow the vehicle to 

continue to be used for hire and reward.  All vehicle licences 

cease on expiry, revocation or surrender. Only in exceptional 

circumstances would an application for renewal be considered 

after expiry, otherwise a new application will be required.   

3.11 Duration of Licence 

Vehicle licences will be issued for a maximum of 12 months or for 

a lesser period if the vehicle will reach the Council’s age limits 

during the period of the licence.  (See Appendices C & D.) 

3.12 Conditions of Licence 

When a vehicle proprietor is issued with a licence the proprietor 

will be asked to sign for the licence and the attached conditions.  

If a proprietor is found to be in breach of the conditions of licence, 

the vehicle licence will be reviewed in accordance with the 

Council’s Public Protection Enforcement Policy. 

Copies of the Council’s Hackney carriage and Private Hire 
Licence conditions are attached at Appendices C & D. 

 
3.13 Transfer of Licence 

A vehicle licence can be transferred from one proprietor to 

another upon application to the Council and must be done within 

14 days of the vehicle changing ownership.  The Proprietor of a 

licensed private hire vehicle wishing to replace a licensed vehicle 

with another vehicle must apply for a new private hire vehicle 

licence.  

3.14 Hackney Carriages 

Use of Vehicle 

A person applying for a licence for a hackney carriage should do 

so with the intention of using the vehicle in the borough of Telford 

& Wrekin.  Where the intention is to use a licensed vehicle in 

another Council’s area for advanced bookings, then the applicant 

should apply to that Council for an appropriate licence.  

In accordance with section 57 of the Local Government 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 a person applying for a 

licence will need to indicate whether the vehicle will be used 

primarily within the Borough of Telford and Wrekin or outside the 

Borough.  Details will be required as to the proportion of business 

to be carried out both within the borough and outside it.  In 
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addition, details of the location of business carried on outside the 

Borough will be required.  Applications received for a hackney 

carriage licence, where the primary use of the vehicle is outside 

the Borough, may be referred to the Licensing Sub Committee. 

Numbers of Licences 
 

The Council does not limit the number of hackney carriages it 

licences. 

Type of Vehicle 

All hackney carriages will only be of the type approved for hackney 

carriage use by the Council, namely a purpose built/multi-purpose 

vehicle built to carry up to eight passengers with factory fitted 

seatbelts and with an interior built for public hire use.  Vehicles will 

be approved by way of a list that will specify as many different 

makes and models of vehicles as possible.  The list is not 

exhaustive and each vehicle will be judged on its merits.  Hackney 

carriage proprietors are advised to contact the Licensing Service, 

prior to purchasing a make and model of vehicle not on the 

approved list.  

All hackney carriages must have the provision for a minimum of 

one wheelchair. 

A certificate should be produced showing all of the fittings used to 

secure wheelchairs to the floor of the vehicle are to Department 

for Transport specifications. 

The Council will only licence suitable vehicles which do not exceed 

the age limit of twelve years for purpose built vehicles.  Where an 

application is made and the Council considers that the vehicle is 

of “exceptional condition” and continue to be licensed over the 

Council’s age limit, the vehicle will be subject to 6 monthly 

compliance tests.  The Council will only licence suitable vehicles 

which do not exceed the age limit of ten years for multi-purpose 

vehicles.  These vehicles must be compliance tested every six 

months from five years of age in line with best practice guidance. 

Criteria for “Exceptional Condition 

1. Exceptional condition, relates to the standard of the 

vehicle only and does not include circumstances pertinent 

to the proprietor.  

2.  Any request for an exemption due to a licensed vehicle 

being in “exceptional condition” would normally be 

granted for a maximum 12-month period, after which time 

the decision must be reconsidered against the agreed 

standards.  
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3.  That the consideration for an exemption to the age limit 

would normally only be considered for vehicles currently 

licensed with the Council.  

4. That any vehicle licensed outside of the standard age 

limit policy should be subject to 6 monthly vehicle 

compliance tests at the owner’s expense. 

5.   Any vehicle inspection resulting in a fail due to any major 

item or more than 3 minor items, as defined in Telford & 

Wrekin Council’s Manual of Inspection Standards for 

Licensed Vehicle Testing and Compliance Standards, will 

usually result in the vehicle no longer being classed as in 

exceptional condition upon expiry of the licence.   

However, if after testing, the vehicle fails on one major 

fault, the driver will be allowed to rectify this.  If after a 

further compliance check the vehicle again fails, then the 

said vehicle will not be relicensed. 

6.  As an indicator, it is not normally expected that vehicles 

that have accrued higher than average mileage for the 

particular type of vehicle will be able to meet the required 

standard for “exceptional condition”. A good average 

mileage for a purpose built vehicle working 6 days a week 

is 35000 miles per annum. 

In determining “Exceptional Condition” the following 

standards should usually be attained: 

1. The vehicle must pass Telford & Wrekin Council’s 

compliance test, except where the failure was the result 

of no more than three minor items (as stipulated in the 

licensed vehicle testing manual of inspection 

standards).  

2.  The bodywork should be in near perfect condition with 

no signs of panel age deterioration, dents, scratches, 

stone chips or rust or any other abrasions that may 

detract from the overall appearance of the vehicle.  

3.  The general paint condition should not show signs of 

fading, discolouration or mismatching that may detract 

from the overall appearance of the vehicle.  

4. The interior trim, panels, seating and carpets etc 

should be in excellent condition clean, free of damage 

and discoloration and as manufactured, i.e. no seat 

covers.  

5. The vehicle service record can be used as supporting 

evidence of exceptional condition in that a vehicle of 
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exceptional condition would normally be expected to 

demonstrate regular servicing and maintenance in 

accordance with the manufacturer's service 

specification.  

6. The vehicle to be in excellent mechanical condition and 

in all respects safe and roadworthy with no signs of 

corrosion to the mechanical parts, chassis, underside 

or body work.  

7. The boot or luggage compartment to be in good 

condition, clean and undamaged.  

8. Passenger areas should be free from damp or any 

other odours that may cause passenger discomfort.  

9 The ramp and any other accessible features should be 

shown to be in full working order and showing no signs 

of rust or excessive wear to components. 

  Roof Signs 

All hackney carriages must be fitted with a roof sign.  The roof 

sign shall display the wording “TAXI” or “For Hire” on the front of 

the sign.  The rear of the sign can be used to display the company 

name or telephone or text number, website or app address of the 

business, or the wording “TAXI” or “For Hire”.  Roof signs shall not 

be blank. 

Advertising 

Proprietors may advertise on hackney carriages in accordance 

with the conditions of licence (see Appendix C) and subject to 

written approval from the Licensing Authority.  

Taximeters 
 

The vehicle shall to be fitted with an automatic taximeter approved 
by the Council and it shall be located within the vehicle in 
accordance with the reasonable instructions of an Authorised 
Officer of the Council.  (See Part 7 of this document.) 

 

3.15 Private Hire Vehicles 

 Use of Vehicle 

When considering whether a vehicle is a private hire vehicle by 

the nature of the work it does, Telford & Wrekin Council shall have 

regard to the document private hire vehicle Licensing - A note for 

guidance from the Department for Transport. 

Numbers of Licences 
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The Council cannot restrict the numbers of licences issued. 

Type of Vehicle 

All private hire vehicles will only be of the type approved for private 

hire use by the Council, namely a motor car or a multi-purpose 

vehicle built to carry up to eight passengers with factory fitted 

seatbelts subject to the types of private hire vehicles being 

approved by way of an approved list that will specify as many 

different makes and models of vehicles as possible.  The vehicle 

must not be of a make and model approved by the Council for 

Public Hire. (hackney carriage).  The list is not exhaustive and 

each vehicle will be judged on its merits.  Operators are advised 

to contact the Licensing Service, prior to purchasing a make and 

model of vehicle not on the approved list.  

The list will specify as many different types of vehicle as possible 

which allow the trade to put forward makes and models of vehicles 

that are wheel chair accessible.  Where the vehicle is an 

accessible vehicle, a certificate should be produced showing all of 

the fittings used to secure wheelchairs to the floor of the vehicle 

are to Department for Transport specifications. 

The Council will only licence suitable vehicles which do not exceed 

the age limit of ten years. Vehicles to be compliance tested every 

six months from five years of age in line with best practice 

guidance. 

Meters 

If a proprietor wishes to fit a meter to a Private hire vehicle it 

shall be an automated meter.  The proprietor shall follow the 

procedures approved by the Council relating to the type of meter 

and the calibration and testing of such a meter. 

Executive Cars 

The approved list of executive vehicles and trim levels listed below 

are a guide as to what vehicles will be licensed as executive 

vehicles. Operators are advised to contact the Licensing Service, 

prior to purchasing a make and model of vehicle not on the 

approved list.  

1. The bodywork should be in near perfect condition with no 

signs of panel age deterioration, dents, scratches, stone 

chips or rust or any other abrasions that may detract from 

the overall appearance of the vehicle.  

2. The general paint condition should not show signs of 

fading, discolouration or mismatching that may detract 

from the overall appearance of the vehicle.  
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3. The interior trim, panels, seating and carpets etc should 

be in excellent condition clean, free of damage and 

discoloration and as manufactured, i.e. no seat covers.  

4. The boot or luggage compartment to be in good condition, 

clean and undamaged.  

5. The vehicle needs to be large enough to carry at least 
three adult passengers and their luggage. 

 
6. The vehicle will have air conditioning or climate control 

and alloy wheels. 
 
7. The vehicle may have tinted windows but not so strong 

that you cannot see into the vehicle, i.e. privacy windows. 
 

Novelty Vehicles, Stretched Limousines 

 
The Council will consider vehicles for hire and reward such as 

stretched limousines and novelty vehicles.  Such types of vehicle 

would only be licensed as a private hire vehicle and in accordance 

with the Council’s conditions of licence for private hire vehicles 

(see Appendix D).  Vehicles should have no more than 8 

passenger seats as indicated on the V5 form.  If the number of 

seats differs to what is indicated on the V5, then the vehicle 

proprietor should contact DVSA.  

All vehicle proprietors must obtain written consent from the 

Council prior to licensing.  

Any limousine built under a Ford QVM (stretched up to 120 inches) 

or Cadillac CMC (stretched up to 130 inches) .scheme is 

automatically approved as a suitable vehicle.  (Any limousine not 

built under a manufacturer’s approved scheme will be referred to 

DVSA for inspection and confirmation of the safety and standard 

of the build quality who will then issue a certificate of suitability).  

The vehicle must have (European Community Whole Vehicle Type 

Approval, or Single Vehicle Approval, or Individual Vehicle 

Approval. There is no age limit for a limousine.  The safety of the 

vehicle will be the paramount consideration. 

3.16 Designated List of Vehicles under Section 165 of the 

Equality Act 2010. 

The Council has published a Designated List of Vehicles, 

together with its Policy (see Part 3 of this document).  A vehicle 

will only be included in the Council’s list of designated vehicles if 

it can accommodate a reference wheelchair, dimensions are set 

out by the Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee 

2001. :   
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A ‘reference wheelchair’ is defined as having the following 

dimensions Length: 1200mm (approx. 48”) including footplates 

Width: 700mm (28”) Total seated Height: 1350mm (54”) Height of 

Footrest: 150mm (6”)  

Licence applications for vehicles which can only accommodate 

wheelchairs that are smaller than a Reference Wheelchair will 

not be granted. 

4. Hackney carriage Ranks 

Hackney carriage Ranks/Stands are provided in accordance with the 

Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.  The Council 

will work with the Taxi trade, Highways and West Mercia Police to 

determine where ranks/stands should be situated.  Hackney carriage 

drivers should use the ranks available to them.   

5.  Light Trailers 

The Council will permit the use of trailers subject to the trailer complying 

with the Council’s Compliance Standards for Light Trailers. (See Part 7 

of this document.) 

All Trailers will be subjected to a compliance standards check and if 

found to be satisfactory, issued with a one year certificate. 

The owner/operator of the Trailer shall ensure that the material facts are 
disclosed to the Insurer and that adequate insurance cover is arranged 
for the carriage of luggage and/or goods and proof of such cover is to be 
provided to the Council.   

 
6.  Private Hire Operators 

 6.1 Summary 

Private hire operators are licensed in accordance with the Local 

Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.  Any person 

who takes bookings, in the course of a business for a private hire 

vehicle must hold a private hire operator licence. 

6.2 Company Name and Logo 

When applying for a private hire operator licence, the applicant 

should include their company name and/or trading name.  These 

will be stated on the licence.  It is these names only which are 

permitted to appear as advertising on a licensed vehicle, together 

with a telephone or text number, website or app address. 

The applicant’s company logo must be approved in writing by the 

Council and artwork should be submitted with the application.  

The logo must not contain any national, political, racial, cultural, 

sexual or potentially offensive language, symbols, flags or 

emblems. 

6.3 Criminal Record Disclosure 
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All applicants for a private hire operator licence must prove that 

they are a fit and proper person to hold a licence. Telford & 

Wrekin Council requires an applicant to provide an annual Basic 

Criminal Record Disclosure (unless the applicant is a current 

driver licensed by Telford & Wrekin Council and they want to 

submit their existing enhanced disclosure instead of a new basic 

disclosure, the Council will accept that).   

If the private hire operator is an individual, they must provide the 

Criminal Record Disclosure. If the private hire operator is a 

company, then the company director(s) named on the application 

form must provide the basic Criminal Record Disclosure. 

6.4 Right to Work 

Applicants for a private hire operator licence must have a right to 

work in the UK.  If the private hire operator is an individual, they 

must provide the proof of Right to Work. If the private hire operator 

is a company, then the company director(s) named on the 

application form must provide proof of their Right to Work. 

6.5 Insurance 

Private hire operators are required to have Public Liability 

Insurance to a minimum value of £5,000,000.  They are also 

required to ensure that for every private hire vehicle owned or 

operated by themselves that there is a valid policy of insurance 

and security complying with the provisions of Section 145 of Part 

VI Road Traffic Act 1988 which covers third party liability both in 

respect of physical injury or death AND in respect of damage to 

personal belongings.  

6.6 Safeguarding 

Safeguarding is a priority for Telford & Wrekin Council and 
therefore, private hire operators will be expected to employ a 
suitably trained Designated Person with specific responsibility for 
Safeguarding and to whom drivers can report issues relating to 
Child Sexual Exploitation. 

Applicants for a licence must submit with their application, their 

policy on employing ex-offenders in roles that take bookings or 

dispatch vehicles. 

All staff employed by Operators (including contractors) who take 

bookings or dispatch vehicles must also obtain a Basic 

Disclosure.  When individuals start taking bookings and 

dispatching vehicles for an operator they should be required, as 

part of their employment contract, to advise the operator of any 

convictions while they are employed in this role. 

All operators must maintain a register which should be a “living 

document” that maintains records of all those in these roles for 

the same duration as booking records are required to be kept.  
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This will enable cross-referencing between the two records.  A 

record that the operator has had sight of a basic DBS check 

certificate (although the certificate itself should not be retained) 

should be retained for the duration that the individual remains on 

the register.  Should an employee cease to be on the register 

and later re-entered, a new basic DBS certificate should be 

requested and sight of this recorded. 

6.7 Applications 

The applicant can be an individual, partnership or limited 

company.   

Applicants for a new licence must submit: 

 A completed application form 

 Valid public liability insurance certificate 

 Basic Disclosure Certificate(s) 

 Proof(s)of a Right to Work in the UK (only required upon 
renewal for a person with time limited Right to Work in the 
UK) 

 Policy on employing ex-offenders 

 Complaints procedure (private hire operator condition 
number 10) 

 Licence fee 

 Artwork for Company Logo 

 Specification of the proposed computerised booking and 
dispatching system which shows that it complies with the 
requirements of condition 6.6 of the Council’s Private Hire 
Operator Conditions annexed to this document at Appendix 
E 

 A template register of all staff that take bookings or dispatch 
vehicles (completed if booking or dispatch staff are already 
employed) 

 

Applicants for a renewal of a licence must submit : 

 A completed application form 

 Valid public liability insurance certificate 

 Basic Disclosure Certificate(s) 

 Proof(s)of a Right to Work in the UK (only required upon 
renewal for a person with time limited Right to Work in the 
UK) 

 Policy on employing ex-offenders 

 Complaints procedure (see Appendix ? private hire operator 
condition number 10) 

 Licence fee 

 List of all driver and vehicles operated by the company 

 A register of all staff that take bookings or dispatch vehicles 
 

6.8 Renewal of a Licence 
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A licence renewal application must be submitted, determined and 

issued before it reaches its expiry date to allow the private hire 

operator to continue to take bookings and dispatch licensed 

vehicles.  All operator licences cease on expiry, revocation or 

surrender.  Only in exceptional circumstances would an 

application for renewal be entertained after expiry, otherwise a 

new application will be required.   

6.9 Duration of Licence 

Private Hire Operator licences will be issued for a period of 5 

years or for a lesser period as the Council thinks appropriate in 

the circumstances of the case.  Licences will not be issued for a 

period any longer than the length of a person’s permission to live 

and work in the UK.  

6.10 Conditions of Licence 

When a private hire operator is issued with a licence the proprietor 

will be asked to sign for the licence and the attached conditions.  

If a proprietor is found to be in breach of the conditions of licence, 

the private hire operator licence will be reviewed in accordance 

with the Council’s Public Protection Enforcement Policy. 

A copy of the Council’s private hire operator licence conditions is 
attached at Appendix E. 

  
6.11 Transfer of a Licence 

A private hire operator licence cannot be transferred. 

6.12 Planning Consent 

Operators are advised that they should ensure that they have any 

appropriate planning consent required to operate their business 

within Telford & Wrekin.  Contact our Planning team for further 

advice. 

6.13 Record Keeping 

Private hire operators are required to keep records in 
accordance with the conditions attached to their licence.  Such 
records should be available upon request from a Police 
Constable or Authorised Officer. 

7. Compliance and Enforcement 

7.1 Summary 

The Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 and 

the Town Police Clauses Act 1847 contain a number of offences.  

These offences relate to the protection of the public. 

The Council’s Public Protection and Licensing Officers will work 

closely with the hackney carriage and private hire trades to 

achieve compliance with the legislation and the Council’s 
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conditions of licence and will do so in accordance with the 

Council’s Public Protection Enforcement Policy. 

The Licensing Service will also look to work closely with other 

enforcement authorities when dealing with licensed and or 

unlicensed vehicles and drivers, especially concerning cross 

boundary related issues. 

7.2 Hackney Carriages and Private Hire Vehicles  

The Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 also 

gives the authority powers to serve notice on proprietors of 

hackney carriages and private hire vehicles to produce their 

vehicle for inspection to ascertain its fitness.  Where a vehicle is 

deemed unfit for its intended purpose the proprietor will be issued 

with a suspension notice in accordance with section 60 or section 

68 of the Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.  

Where the vehicle defects are not rectified within two months from 

the date of the notice, the licence will automatically be deemed to 

be revoked.  

Where the vehicle has defects which are in breach of licence 

conditions, a Breach of Conditions Notice will be issued.  If the 

fault is not rectified within the time specified in the Notice, the 

licence will be suspended under section 68. 

9. Complaints 

The Licensing Service will investigate all complaints reported to the 

Service.  Where appropriate, complainants will be encouraged to raise 

the complaint with the licence holder or business concerned in the first 

instance. 

For information, advice and guidance relating to licensing and the application 

process, please visit  

https://www.telford.gov.uk/info/20357/taxi_and_private_hire_licences 
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Part 4 – Designated List of Vehicles under Section 165 of the 

Equality Act 2010. 

This Policy states the Council’s requirements to determine when and what 

vehicles will be permitted onto the Council’s Designated List of Vehicles, in 

accordance with section 167 of the Equality Act 2010. 

The Council’s Designated List of Vehicles is based upon “Accessibility 

Requirements” which are requirements for securing that it is possible for 

disabled persons in a wheelchairs – 

(a) To get into and out of vehicles in safety and  

(b) To travel in vehicles in safety and reasonable comfort, either staying in 

their wheelchairs or not (depending on which they prefer). 

A vehicle will only be included in the Council’s list of designated vehicles if it 

can accommodate a reference wheelchair, dimensions for which are set out 

by the Disabled Persons Transport Advisory Committee 2001.  All vehicles 

which can accommodate a reference wheelchair will be placed on the list.  

Applications for vehicles which can only accommodate wheelchairs that are 

smaller than a Reference Wheelchair will not be granted. 

Telford & Wrekin Council’s List will contain the following information: 

 Telford and Wrekin Council’s hackney carriage or private hire vehicle 

licence number 

 Make and model of vehicle 

 Name of Operator 

 Number of reference wheelchairs it will carry 

 Whether wheelchairs larger than a reference wheelchair can be 

accommodated 

Section 172 of the Equality Act enables vehicle owners to appeal against the 
decision of Telford & Wrekin Council to include their vehicles on the 
designated list.  Any vehicle owner wishing to appeal the decision should 
submit an Application to Appeal to the Magistrates Court within 28 days of the 
vehicle in question being included on the Local Authority’s published list.  
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Part 5 - Exempting Drivers under Sections 166, 169 and 171 of 

the Equality Act 2010  

1. Introduction 
 

Telford & Wrekin Council have published a list of designated vehicles under 
section 167 of the Equality Act 2010.  This part of the Equality Act allows 
licensing authorities to maintain a list of designated vehicles, i.e. a list of 
wheelchair accessible hackney carriages and private hire vehicles licensed 
in their area that conform to such accessibility requirements as the 
licensing authority thinks fit.   

 
Drivers of vehicles which are on the designated list must:  

 

 Carry the passenger while in the wheelchair 

 Not to make any additional charge for doing so 

 If the passenger chooses to sit in a passenger seat,  to carry the 
wheelchair 

 To take such steps as are necessary to ensure that the passenger is 
carried in safety and reasonable comfort 

 To give the passenger such mobility assistance as is reasonably 
required. 

 
Drivers of vehicles on the designated list who fail to carry out the above 
duties commit an offence unless the licensing authority has issued the 
driver with an exemption.  Under section 166, Telford & Wrekin Council will 
exempt drivers from the duties to assist passengers in wheelchairs if the 
Council is satisfied that it is appropriate to do so on medical grounds or 
because the driver’s physical condition makes it impossible or 
unreasonably difficult for him or her to comply with the duties.   

 
Under sections 169 and 171 of the Equality Act, Telford & Wrekin Council 
will also exempt drivers from the duties to transport assistance dogs if it is 
satisfied that it is appropriate to do so on medical grounds. 

 
The Council’s Medical Exemption Certificate Procedure applies to all 
drivers who are licensed by Telford & Wrekin Council who wish to apply for 
an exemption from duties required by section 165 (requirement to assist 
wheel chair accessible passenger) and sections 168 & 170 (requirement to 
carry assistance dogs) of the Equality Act 2010. 

 
2. Medical Exemption Certificate Procedure 

 
2.1 The driver must fully complete a Telford & Wrekin Council’s on line 

“Application for a Medical Exemption Certificate Form” 

2.2 The driver will be required to undertake a medical with a medical 
practitioner approved by Telford & Wrekin Council.  The medical will 
be paid for by the driver.  The medical practitioner will complete the 
Statement of Fitness on the driver’s capability to undertake the duties 
of sections 165, 168 and 170 of the Equality Act in terms of their 
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medical and/or physical condition and for how long.  It will include the 
following : 

 
i. Date that the condition was first noted 
ii. What duties cannot be undertaken 
iii. Why they cannot be undertaken 
iv. Period of time that they cannot be undertaken 

 
2.3 If the Statement of Fitness states that the driver is unfit to carry 

passengers in wheelchairs and/or assistance dogs for a specified time 
period (up to a maximum of 3 months), a ‘Temporary Exemption 
Certificate’ will be issued with an expiry date in line with the 
information received on the Fitness Statement.   

 
2.4 If the Fitness Statement is not clear or is ambiguous in any way, the 

matter will be referred to the Principal Licensing Officer for review and 

further information may be requested from the medical practitioner or 

driver. 

2.5 Upon expiry of the Temporary Exemption Certificate, Telford & Wrekin 

Council will deem the driver fit to undertake all duties under the 

Equality Act 2010 and the driver must return the notice to the 

Licensing Service within 7 days, commencing the day after the 

expiration date. The driver will be expected to resume normal duties. 

Failure to do this would result in the driver being referred to the 

Principal Licensing Officer for a review of the driver’s licence. 

2.6 If the driver wishes the period of temporary exemption to be extended, 
the request must be made in writing to the Principal Licensing Officer, 
Licensing Service, Public Protection, Addenbrooke House, 
Ironmasters Way, Telford, TF3 4NT or by email to 
licensing@telford.gov.uk.  The driver will then be expected to attend a 
further assessment/consultation with the approved medical 
practitioner prior to the expiry date of the Temporary Exemption 
Certificate. 

 
2.7 Should the driver be declared permanently unfit to carry passengers 

in wheelchairs and/or assistance dogs the Temporary Exemption 

Certificate will be replaced with a Permanent Exemption.   

2.8 All permanent exemption certificates will be reviewed upon renewal of 
the driver’s Dual Driver Licence at which time the driver will be 
required to undertake a routine medical. To maintain the exemption 
the driver must ensure that the Medical Practitioner includes an 
assessment of whether the exemption is still valid or the driver can 
resume his or her normal duties. 

 
2.9 A Temporary or Permanent Exemption Certificate will be issued by 

the Licensing Service and will include a colour photograph of the 
driver who has been granted the Exemption. This certificate MUST be 
displayed prominently in the vehicle for public viewing. 
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2.10Exemption Certificates will remain the property of Telford & Wrekin 
Council and must be returned with the drivers badge on surrender, 
suspension or revocation of the drivers licence. 

 
2.11 Drivers who are refused a request for an exemption by Telford & 

Wrekin Council have a right of appeal to the Magistrates Court within 
28 days beginning with the date that notice is given of the refusal. 
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Part 6 – The Installation of CCTV in Licensed Vehicles 

1. Introduction 

This Policy complies with : 

 Information Commissioner Office - A data protection code of 
practice for surveillance cameras and personal information 

 Home Office - Surveillance Camera Code of Practice 

 Surveillance Camera Commissioner Code of Practice – A guide to 
the 12 principles 

And has regard to : 

 Local Government Association – Developing an approach to 
mandatory CCTV in taxis and PHVs 

It shall apply to the voluntary (i.e. not compulsory) closed circuit television 
surveillance scheme installed in vehicles licensed by Telford & Wrekin 
Council.  

2. Purpose and objectives of the scheme 

 
The objectives of a voluntary CCTV scheme in Telford & Wrekin Council 
licenced Vehicles is the following: 
 

 To seek to safeguard vulnerable passengers 

 To provide assurance to drivers to protect them from unjustified 
allegations 

 To try to prevent and detect crime, disorder and anti-social 
behaviour 

 To reduce both the real and perceived level of crime, disorder and 
anti-social behaviour 

 To provide reassurance to law abiding citizens by the legal and 
effective use of CCTV.  

 To assist in the apprehension and prosecution of offenders  

 To support the detection of offences and to provide evidential 
material for court proceedings 

 To gather evidence by a fair and accountable method. 

3. System Ownership  

Private Hire and Hackney carriage vehicle owners will purchase the CCTV 
systems. Telford & Wrekin Council will be the data controller.  

4. Permitted Systems 

Only CCTV systems approved by Telford & Wrekin Council and which 

comply with this Policy and with the ICOs blog “ICO on CCTV in taxis 10th 

September 2018” will be permitted to be installed in licensed vehicles.  
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Connected (data can be downloaded via the data processor who can 

access the box remotely and send the encrypted data to the data 

controller) and Unconnected systems (where the box has to be removed 

from the vehicle in order to download data) will be permitted.   

All systems must comply with the following requirements:  

 The installation of CCTV equipment must not interfere with any other 

safety, control, electrical, computer, navigation, satellite, card 

payment device or radio system in the vehicle. 

 CCTV equipment must be installed in such a manners so as not to 

increase the risk of injury and/or discomfort to the driver and/or 

passengers. 

 Viewing screens within the vehicle for the purpose of viewing captured 

images are not permitted. 

 All CCTV equipment must be checked regularly and maintained to 

operational standards, including any repairs after damage.  All system 

components requiring calibration in situ should be easily accessible. 

 All equipment must be protected from the elements, secure from 

tampering and located such as to have the minimum intrusion into any 

passenger or driver area or impact on the luggage carrying capacity of 

the vehicle. 

 System cameras must be activated when the vehicle ignition is 
switched on and the cameras must record at all times when the 
vehicle is used for hire and reward. 

 Unconnected and Connected systems must permit footage to be 
retained for a minimum of 28 days.  Loop recordings must not be 
permitted to be overwritten for 28 days (if the vehicle is being used for 
hire and reward on double shifts, a second hard drive must be 
installed in the boot of the vehicle. 

 The Supplier of Connected systems must have security accreditation 
and their server must be located in a country where there is access 
from the UK. 

 Continuous recording of images only 

 An emergency audio button can be pressed by the driver where the 
driver and passenger are involved in a dispute or the driver feels 
threatened by the behaviour of a passenger.  A further emergency 
audio button located in the rear of the vehicle can be pressed by a 
passenger who feels threatened by the behaviour of the driver.  Both 
buttons, to activate 3 minutes of audio recording 

 Camera(s) will have a fixed lens. Only one camera will be allowed in 
private hire vehicles and up to two cameras for purpose built hackney 
carriages. 

 A Privacy Box situated in the boot of the vehicle which can be 
activated when the vehicle is being used for social and domestic use.  
The privacy button will allow the temporary deactivation of the 
camera(s).  Once the ignition is switched off, the privacy box ceases 
to operate and the next time the ignition is switched on, the camera(s) 
will activate as normal. 
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 Have a minimum of a 15 minute power delay when the ignition is 
turned off so that the camera continues to record for a minimum of 15 
minutes afterwards. 

 Have a LED panel above the rear view mirror or on the dash so that 
the driver and passenger can see if the camera is working. 

 If the system is Unconnected, the hard drive must be stored in the 
boot of the vehicle.  It must not be able to be removed out of its box 
whilst locked and only the data controller will be able to unlock the 
box. 

5. Signage 

Visible signage which shows that there is CCTV inside the vehicle must 
be displayed on the outside of the vehicle so that the public are aware that 
they are entering an area which is covered by a camera.  Further signage 
which complies with the Information Commissioner’s document “A data 
protection code of practice for surveillance cameras and personal 
information” must be fixed to the inside of the vehicle.  The signs will state 
the following information: 

 

 The purposes of the scheme 

 The name of the Data Controller 

 The Data Controller’s contact telephone number 

 That it includes audio by the activation of an emergency audio button 

 Direction to the Council’s privacy notice  

6.Data Protection 

There will be a formal written contract between the data controller and the 
data processor (service provider). 

Telford & Wrekin Council will ensure the protection of individuals and the 
public by complying with the Information Commissioner’s document “A data 
protection code of practice for surveillance cameras and personal 
information”.  

Only the Data Controller (Telford & Wrekin Council) will have access to 
images and audio recordings.  Images and audio recordings will be 
processed for authorised purposes only.  Such data will be processed and 
downloaded only in accordance with section 7. below.  The data will be  
stored securely in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2018 and in 
accordance with the Council’s Data Protection Impact Assessment which 
can be viewed on Telford & Wrekin Council’s website. 

Statutory bodies such as the Police may have access to information 
permitted for disclosure on application to Telford & Wrekin Council. 

 
7.Authorised Purposes for the Use of Recorded Images 
 

Data will only be downloaded in exceptional circumstances, where a legal 
base exists under the data protection legislation, for, example : 
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 Where a crime has been reported which involves the specific vehicle 

and the police have formally requested the data 

 When a substantive complaint has been made to the Licensing 

Authority regarding a specific vehicle/driver and that complaint is 

evidenced in writing (and cannot be resolved in any other way) 

 Where a Data request is received from an applicant e.g. police or other 

Statutory Body that has a legal basis to have access to the data 

requested to assist them in an investigation that involves a licensed 

vehicle or driver 

 Where a Subject Access Request compliant with GDPR is made to the 

Licensing Authority 

 
8.  Release of Information to the Public 

Individuals may request to view information concerning themselves held 
on record in accordance with the Data Protection Act 2018 by visiting 
Telford & Wrekin Council’s website and making a request to access 
personal data. 

 
9. Audit and Policy Review 

Regular audits carried out by the Public Protection Manager will check the 
operation of both the procedural requirements of the scheme and the 
installed hardware systems for compliance with the Policy.  It will consider 
the following: 

 

 The level of attainment of the scheme’s objectives and procedures 

 Audits of the data log and release of information. 
 
10. Complaints 

A member of the public wishing to make a complaint about the system may 
do so through Telford & Wrekin Council’s complaint procedure by visiting 
Telford & Wrekin Council’s website.  
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Part 7 – Inspection Standards for Licensed Vehicle Testing 

and Compliance Standards 

1. Introduction 

2. Telford & Wrekin Council Compliance Standards for Hackney 

Carriages 

3. Telford & Wrekin Council Compliance Standards for Private Hire 

Vehicles  

4.  Telford & Wrekin Council Compliance Standards for Light Trailers 

5. Telford & Wrekin Council Compliance Standards for Wheel Chair 
Facilities for Licensed Hackney Carriages and Private Hire 
Vehicles 

 
6. Summary of Items to be Tested 
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1. Introduction 

These Inspection Standards provide a guide for those who prepare 
vehicles for/or carry out the statutory tests on hackney carriage and 
private hire vehicles.  It also provides vehicle owners with the compulsory 
requirements that enable a vehicle to be licenced. 

 
The vehicle must comply with the requirements of any Legislation or 

Regulations relating to motor vehicles in force at the time of licensing.  The 

contents of the manual should not be regarded as a substitute for the 

relevant statutory provisions and regulations. 

The vehicle will be tested in accordance with the current Driver and Vehicle 

Standards Agency (DVSA) MOT Inspection Manual for Class 3, 4, 5 and 7 

including Notes on the Statutory Provisions and Regulations for testing 

vehicles, under section 45 of the Road Traffic Act 1988 and also in 

accordance with Telford & Wrekin Council’s Policy and Conditions of 

Licence. 

Hackney carriages and private hire vehicles are subject to much higher 
annual mileages and more arduous driving than normal private vehicles.  
Therefore in the interests of passenger and other road user’s safety, a more 
stringent maintenance and testing regime is required.  The purpose of the 
Council’s Compliance Test is to confirm vehicles meet these more stringent 
standards.  The test and inspection includes a number of items in addition 
to the normal MOT test.  These elements have been deemed reasonable 
and necessary in order to protect the public using licensed vehicles.  It is 
not intended that the test be used in lieu of a regular preventative 
maintenance programme.  By the very nature of their work, hackney 
carriages and Private hire vehicles are subjected to frequent use and high 
mileage.  They will reach the stage where a MOT advisory becomes a 
danger to the public in a shorter period of time than they would on a vehicle 
in normal use.  Advisories on areas 1. to 4. below will be looked at on a 
case by case basis.  Where an advisory is deemed to be in urgent need of 
rectification by the Tester, the applicant will be notified in writing by the 
Licensing Service of the item identified to be in urgent need of rectification.  
A vehicle licence will not be granted until the item is rectified and evidence 
is produced to show that the advisory point has been repaired or replaced 
(this would typically involve the showing of a receipt for the work done). 
 
1. Any part of the steering mechanism 
2. Any part of the braking system  
3. Tyres  
4. Any part of the suspension system.  

 
Those vehicles which have an advisory identified by the Tester as being 

urgent at a six monthly MOT and Compliance Test (i.e. between licensing) 

will be issued with a Breach of Condition Notice to have the advisory 

remedied normally no longer that 15 working days from the date of the 
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MOT and produce evidence of repair to the Licensing Authority.  Failure to 

have the repair(s) carried out and / or produce evidence of such would 

lead to consideration of suspension of the vehicle licence. 

Any owner wishing to alter or modify their hackney carriage or private hire 

vehicle including the fitting of extras or alternative parts to those supplied 

by the manufacturer must consult the Licensing Service at Telford & Wrekin 

Council before incurring any expense.  Only approved fittings may be 

attached to or carried upon the inside or outside of the vehicle and a 

Certificate of Vehicle Type Approval from the DVSA must be submitted to 

the Licensing Service. 

If any unsuitable features arise following the period of any licence issued 

and, if any defects are found, the owner will be issued with a notice under 

s68 Local Government (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 prohibiting the 

use of the vehicle for hire and reward until the effect has been rectified. 
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2. Telford & Wrekin Council Compliance Standards for Hackney Carriages 
 

2.1 Condition of Vehicle 
  

There shall be no non-standard unauthorised alterations or modifications 
carried out to the vehicle or to the engine. 

 
The exterior colour of the taxi shall be one of the manufacturer’s colours.  
Vehicles which are of a colour other than that of the manufacturer must be 
approved by the Council. 

 
The hackney carriage shall be maintained in a sound mechanical, electrical 
and structural condition at all times and be capable of satisfying the Council’s 
mechanical and structural inspection at any time during the continuance of the 
vehicle's license.  

 
The interior and exterior of the hackney carriage shall be maintained in a 
clean, safe condition.   

 
2.2 Privacy Windows 

 
Any vehicle submitted for licence which is fitted with tinted windows 

must have windows which are factory fitted options at the time of the 

manufacture of the vehicle; and the vehicle shall be constructed and/or 

designed so as to enable passengers to be seen in the vehicle from 

any direction when observed from outside of the vehicle; and glass 

shall have a minimum light transmittance of 75% for the front 

windscreen, 70% for the front side windows and 34% for all other 

vehicle window glass 

2.3 Wheels 
 

All hackney carriages must be fitted with manufacturers approved tyres of the 
same size and type including the spare wheel. 

 
2.4 Fire Extinguisher  

 
All hackney carriages must carry a 1kg dry powder ABC type accredited to 

EN3 by BSI and kite marked and with: 

 manufacturer's 5 year warranty 

 5A/34B rating 

 controlled discharge: range 4m, time 10secs 

 refillable 

 capacity: 1kg; weight: 1.9kg; height: 33.5cm 
 

2.5 First Aid Kit   
 
 All hackney carriages must carry a first aid kit which contains the following : 
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 3 Large HSE 18cm Dressing 

 2 Triangular Bandage 

 1 Guidance Leaflet 

 1 Universal Shears 

 2 Eye pad Dressing with Bandage 

 1 Conforming Bandage 7.5cm x 4m 

 12 Safety Pins 

 40 Wash proof Assorted Plasters   

 10 Medi Wipes 
 

2.6 Other Equipment 
 

All Hackney carriages must carry a warning triangle and a set of spare bulbs. 
 

2.7 Roof Signs 
 

All roof signs on hackney carriages shall be connected to the vehicle electrical 
wiring system and will be illuminated when the vehicle is in service and is 
available for hire. 

 
2.8 Identification Plates 

 
Once the vehicle is licenced, the external identification plate issued by the 
Council shall at all times be fixed to the outside rear of the hackney carriage 
to the place provided by the manufacturer or by a Council approved fixing kit. 

 
Hackney carriages should display a replica hackney carriage licence plate 
issued by the Council, affixed to the inside of the vehicle, in the prescribed 
manner and a tactile plate fixed to the inside of the nearside rear passenger 
door,  so as to be plainly visible to fare paying passengers. 

 
2.9Signage 

 
Once a vehicle is licenced, a copy of the approved table of fares shall  
be displayed in a clearly visible position. 

 
The following signs and notices will be displayed on licensed Hackney 
Carriages during the currency of the Licence: 

 
 A sign stating ‘Seat Belt Regulations – Seat Belts must be worn’. 
 A sign bearing the words ‘First Aid Kit Carried’ fixed to the rear bodywork of 

the vehicle. 
 A sign on both rear doors of the vehicle regarding No Smoking. 
 A sign (the nationally recognised symbol) confirming that the taxi is 

wheelchair accessible and caters for the needs of the disabled. 
 A sign advising passengers how they can complain. 
 CCTV signage (on vehicles where a CCTV system is installed) 

 
2.10 Taximeters 
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Any meter fitted shall be automated and shall be technically capable of 
accepting any restrictions or fare scales that the Council wishes to programme 
into that meter. 

 
The meter shall be tested and sealed by an Authorised Officer of the  
Council.  Any hackney carriage fitted with a meter must be equipped with the 
standard size tyres as approved by the manufacturer of the vehicle.  

 
Retro-fitted low profile tyres which will affect the performance and accuracy of 
a meter are not acceptable if fitted after the meter has been tested and sealed.  
Any such tyres of a low profile type must be fitted before the meter is tested. 
Any contravention of this condition will result in the immediate suspension of 
a hackney carriage licence. 

 
3. Telford & Wrekin Council Compliance Standards for Private Hire Vehicles 

 
3.1 Condition of Vehicle 

 
The private hire vehicle should be maintained in a sound mechanical electrical 
and structural condition at all times and be capable of satisfying the council’s 
mechanical electrical and structural inspection at any time during the duration 
of the vehicle licence. 

 
The interior and exterior of the vehicle shall be maintained in a clean safe 
condition by the proprietor. 
 

3.2 Privacy Windows 
 

Any vehicle submitted for licence which is fitted with tinted windows must have 
windows which are factory fitted options at the time of the manufacture of the 
vehicle; and the vehicle shall be constructed and/or designed so as to enable 
passengers to be seen in the vehicle from any direction when observed from 
outside of the vehicle.  The glass shall have a minimum light transmittance of 
75% for the front windscreen, 70% for the front side windows and in addition 
for standard private hire vehicles (not executive) 34% for all other vehicle 
window glass. 

 
3.3 Fire Extinguisher  

 
All Private hire vehicles must carry a 1kg dry powder ABC type accredited to 

EN3 by BSI and kite marked and with: 

 manufacturer's 5 year warranty 

 5A/34B rating 

 controlled discharge: range 4m, time 10secs 

 refillable 

 capacity: 1kg; weight: 1.9kg; height: 33.5cm 
 
3.4 First Aid Kit   
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 All Private hire vehicles must carry a first aid kit which contains the following : 
 

 3 Large HSE 18cm Dressing 

 2 Triangular Bandage 

 1 Guidance Leaflet 

 1 Universal Shears 

 2 Eye pad Dressing with Bandage 

 1 Conforming Bandage 7.5cm x 4m 

 12 Safety Pins 

 40 Wash proof Assorted Plasters   

 10 Medi Wipes 
 

3.6 Other Equipment 
 

All private hire vehicles must carry a warning triangle and a set of spare bulbs. 
 

3.7 Identification Plates 
  

Once licensed, the external identification plate issued by the Council should 

be fixed to the outside rear of the private hire vehicle by means of Council 

approved fixing kit which attaches behind the vehicle registration plate. 

Magnetic plates will only be fitted to vehicles where the Council approved 

fixing kit cannot be used. 

External Council Door Stickers must be fixed to the rear passenger doors and 
must be maintained and kept in such a condition that the information contained 
is clearly visible to public view at all times. 

 
When a private hire vehicle licence is suspended, for whatever reason, the 
licence plate shall be removed by an authorised officer of the Council. 

 
Private hire vehicles should display a replica private hire vehicle licence plate 
issued by the Council, affixed to the inside of the vehicle, in the prescribed 
manner, so as to be plainly visible to fare paying passengers. 

 
The internal identification plates (two in number) for executive vehicles issued 
by the Council shall be affixed by the proprietor of the vehicle one on the 
nearside/left hand side of the front windscreen and one on the nearside/left 
hand side of the rear windscreen in a distinctly visible position that does not 
interfere with the drivers view of the road. 

 
3.8 Tyres 

 
Restrictions as per manufacturers’ standards. 

 
3.9 Signage 

 
The following signs and notices will be displayed on licensed private hire 
vehicles during the currency of the Licence: 
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 A sign stating ‘Seat Belt Regulations – Seat Belts must be worn’. 
 A sign bearing the words ‘First Aid Kit Carried’ fixed to the rear bodywork of 

the vehicle. 
 A sign on both rear doors of the vehicle regarding No Smoking. 
 A sign (the nationally recognised symbol) confirming that the taxi is 

wheelchair accessible and caters for the needs of the disabled (accessible 
vehicles only). 

 A sign advising passengers how to complain. 
 CCTV signage (on vehicles where a CCTV system is installed) 

 
 

3.10Meters 
 

Where meters are fitted to a private hire vehicle, the meter shall be automated 
and shall be maintained in a sound electrical and mechanical condition at all 
times. 

 
Any meter affixed to the vehicle may be inspected and tested by an Authorised 
Officer of the Council. 

 
Any private hire vehicle so fitted with a meter must be equipped with the 
standard size tyres as approved by the manufacturer of the vehicle. Retrofitted 
low profile tyres which will affect the performance and accuracy of a meter are 
not acceptable if fitted after the meter has been tested and sealed.  Any such 
tyres of a low profile type must be fitted before the meter is tested 

 
4. Telford & Wrekin Council Compliance Standards for Light Trailers 
 

All trailers will be subjected to a compliance standards check and if  
found to be satisfactory, issued with a one-year certificate. 

 
All trailers must be of a design such that when close coupled to the prime mover 
(the vehicle towing it) it does not interfere in any way whatsoever with the operation 
of any rear door, emergency exits or wheelchair access ramps etc. 

 
If the unladen weight of any Trailer submitted for testing exceeds 1,200kgs, a 
prescribed Ministry Plate must be fitted to the nearside of the Trailer except where 
said Trailer is fitted with parking brakes and brakes that act automatically on the 
overrun of the trailer.  In any case all trailers shall meet the braking requirements 
in accordance with the type and size of said trailer. 

 
All such trailers shall not exceed the gross weight limit of 3,500kgs but in all cases 
the proprietor should consult the vehicle handbook regarding manufacturer's 
recommendations particularly where unbraked trailers may be in use. 

 
The trailer shall be fitted with a rigid hard top and shall be sealed against rain and 
water to protect luggage and goods. 

 
5. Telford & Wrekin Council Compliance Standards for Wheel Chair Facilities 

for Licensed Hackney carriages and Private hire vehicles 
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 Approved ramps/tail lifts must be securely installed. 

 The ramps must be free from damage, sharp edges or corners. 

 Check, as applicable, the non-slip provision and locating dowel pins. 

 Check condition and operation of wheelchair restraints. 

 Check disabled person’s seat belt. 
 

6. Summary of Items to be Tested  

This is a summary of testable items, but the list is not exhaustive. 

Lamps, Reflectors and Electrical Equipment 
 

Front and Rear Position Lamps, End Outline Marker Lamps, Registration Plate 
Lamps 

 
Stop Lamps 

 
Rear Fog Lamps 

Direction Indicators and Hazard Warning Lamps 

Rear Reflectors 

Headlamp Aim 

Audible Warning (Horn) 

Steering & Suspension 

Steering control 

Steering System 

Power steering 

Drive Shafts 

Wheel bearings front and rear 

Front suspension 

Rear suspension 

Shock absorbers 

Brakes 
 

Controls ABS warning system 

Condition of service brake system 

Condition of parking brake system 

Service brake performance 
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Parking brake performance 
 

Tyres & Wheels 
 

Tyre type 

Tyre condition 

Road wheels 

Seat Belt Mountings and Condition 

Windscreen Wipers & Washers 

Exhaust system 

Exhaust emissions 

Vehicle structure 

First aid kit 

Fire extinguisher 

Internal lights 

Information/warning markings 

Exterior body condition 

Luggage compartment 

Meters 

Meter calibration 

Meter seal 

Oil leaks 

Seating 

Ramps 

Taxi/Private Hire Buses 
 

Fuel cut off device 

Grab rails & vanity covers 

Access to exits 

Rear seat belts 

Ramps/Tail Lifts 
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Appendix A – Telford & Wrekin Council’s Overarching principles for 
The National Register of Taxi Licence Revocations and Refusals. 
 
This Policy covers the use that Telford & Wrekin Council will make of the ability to 
access and use information contained on the National Register of Taxi Licence 
Revocations and Refusals (NR3).  The NR3 contains information relating to any 
refusal to grant, or revocation of, a taxi driver’s licence. This information is important 
in the context of a subsequent application to another authority for a driver’s licence 
by a person who has had their licence refused or revoked in the past.  
 
Throughout this Policy reference is made to ‘taxi driver licence.’ This generic term 
covers a hackney carriage driver licence, a private hire driver licence and a 
combined/dual licence.  
 
Telford & Wrekin Council has signed up to the NR3. This means that when an 
application for a taxi driver licence is refused, or when an existing taxi driver’s licence 
is revoked, that information will be placed upon the register.  
 
When an application for a new driver licence, or renewal of an existing driver licence 
is received, Telford & Wrekin Council will make a search of the NR3. The search will 
only be made by an officer who has been trained in the use of the NR3 and who is 
acting in accordance with this Policy. If details are found that appear to relate to the 
applicant, a request will be made to the authority that entered that information for 
further details.  
 
Any information that is received from any other authority in relation to an application 
will only be used in relation to that application, and the determination of it and will not 
be used for any other purpose. Any data that is received will only be kept for as long 
as is necessary in relation to the determination of that application. This will include 
the period of processing that application, making a decision, notifying the applicant of 
the outcome of that decision, and the appeal processes. 
  
For the avoidance of doubt, any such data will be kept for a period of no more than 
35 days from the date of the service of the written notification of the determination of 
the application 
  
Where an appeal to the magistrates’ court is made, the data will be retained until that 
appeal is determined or abandoned.  Where the appeal is determined by the 
magistrates’ court, there is a further right of appeal to the Crown Court.  In these 
circumstances, the data will be retained for a period of no more than 35 days from 
the date of the decision of the magistrates’ court.  If an appeal is made to the Crown 
Court, the data will be retained until that appeal is determined or abandoned.  Where 
the appeal is determined by the magistrates’ court or the Crown Court, it is possible 
to appeal the decision by way of case stated.  Accordingly, the data will be retained 
for a period of no more than 35 days from the date of the decision of the Crown 
Court (if the decision was made by the magistrates’ court, the retention period has 
already been addressed). If an appeal by way of case stated is made, the data will 
be retained until all court proceedings relating to that appeal by way of case stated 
(which will include potential appeals to the Court of Appeal and Supreme Court) 
have been determined.  
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The data will be held securely in accordance with Telford & Wrekin Council’s 

Corporate Data Retention Schedule.  At the end of the retention period, the data will 

be erased and/or destroyed in accordance with Telford & Wrekin Council’s general 

policy on the erasure and destruction of personal data which can be found on the 

Councils’ website Data Protection Policy.  
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Appendix B – Telford & Wrekin Council’s Dual Driver Licence 

Conditions 
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Dual Driver Conditions 

1.  Disclosure and Barring Service Checks, Conviction and Non Conviction 

 Notification 

1.1  Throughout the currency of his/her licence the holder of a Dual Driver licence shall 

be a fit and proper person to hold such a licence. New applicants will be subject to 

a satisfactory Disclosure & Barring Service check and all licence holders will be 

subject to a Disclosure & Barring Service check every six months.  All licence 

holders are required to sign up to the Disclosure and Barring Update Service. 

1.2 The driver must contact the Council within 7 days from receiving the Disclosing & 

Barring Service Certificate, to produce the Certificate. 

1.3 The Licence holder shall notify the Council in writing within 48 hours of an arrest 

and release, charge or conviction of any criminal offence, and any motoring or 

vehicle use offence (including fixed penalties) recorded against him/her by any 

Authority.  

1.4 Throughout the currency of his/her Driver’s Licence, the holder of a Dual Driver 

Licence must possess a full Category B DVLA driving licence. The Licence referred 

to is one issued under Part III Road Traffic Act, 1988, as amended by the Road 

Traffic Act, 1991, authorising the holder to drive a motor car. 

2. Medical Fitness and Medical Examination 

2.1  Throughout the currency of his/her Licence the holder of a Dual Driver Licence 

must be and must remain medically fit.  To enable the Council to be satisfied as to 

medical fitness the following requirements will apply:- 

2.1.1 All drivers should have medicals on application and then every three years. 

2.1.2 If, once granted, the Driver’s medical circumstances change during the currency of 

that Licence, he/she must inform the Council immediately.  If the Council then 

requests, the Driver must immediately submit to a further medical examination and 

thereafter, provide written evidence (in the form of an approved medical certificate 

as detailed above) of the outcome of this examination and of his fitness to continue 

as a driver of a hackney carriage/private hire vehicle.    

2.1.3 Should an authorised officer of the Council have reason to believe that any driver 

has a medical condition that renders them unfit to drive for hire and reward, the 

driver will be required to provide the Council with a medical certificate or medical 

report within such reasonable timescale as may be specified in writing by an 

authorised officer. 

2.1.4 The Council reserves the right to refer any such matter to its own appointed Medical 

Officer whose decision will be final 

3. Medical Exemptions 

3.1  Medical exemptions involving the carriage of Disabled persons and also the 

carriage of Guide, Hearing or Other Assistance Dogs, may apply to new or 
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 existing drivers who suffer certain medical conditions and if so must submit 

themselves to a medical examination in order to provide proof that they have a 

history of a specific health problem to qualify for such exemption. 

3.1.2 Upon expiry of an Exemption Certificate, the driver must return it to the Licensing 

Service within 7 days commencing the day after the expiry date. 

4. Return of Badge and Licence 

4.1. On suspension, revocation, refusal to renew, or expiry of the Driver’s Licence, the 

holder of the Licence shall, if requested by an authorised officer, return the Badge 

and Licence to the Council within 48 hours. 

5. Driver Awareness, Knowledge Test and Driving Standards Assessment 

5.1  At the discretion of the Council the holder of a Dual Driver Licence can, during the 

currency of the Licence, be required to undertake further Driver Awareness 

Training, Knowledge Test or Driving Standards Assessment.  Failure to submit to 

the above, as so required will permit the Council to refuse to grant (or renew) a 

Dual Driver Licence, or to revoke or suspend a Dual Driver Licence (as the case 

may be). 

6. Training 

6.1  All licence holders may be required to undertake up to two days training per 

annum at the discretion of the Council. 

6.1.1 The direct costs of the training may be borne by the Council; however, the costs 

of driver time will not be met.  Failure to submit to, or pass, any training so 

required by the Council will permit the Council to refuse to grant (or renew) a Dual 

Driver’s Licence, or to revoke or suspend a Dual Driver’s Licence (as the case 

may be). 

6.1.2 Training courses will be designed around the basic needs required by Dual 

Drivers and held on several pre-determined dates during the year commencing 

January to December.  Upon request from the Council, all candidates shall be 

expected to complete a course within the period of the licence, which has been 

issued to them. 

7. Production of Driving Licences 

7.1  The holder of a DVLA Driver’s Licence shall, at the request of any Authorised 

Officer of the Council or any Police Constable, produce his Driving Licence for 

inspection either forthwith, or within 7 clear days of the request. 

8.  Conduct of Driver 

8.1 The holder of a Dual Driver Licence shall, when driving a hackney 

carriage/private hire vehicle : 

8.1.1 At all times be clean and respectable in his/her dress and appearance and 

maintain a high standard of personal hygiene.  Drivers of Executive status 
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vehicles shall be dressed appropriate to the occasion at all times and as a 

minimum standard shall adopt smart casual clothes with jacket, collar and tie. 

8.1.2 Not without the express consent of the hirer, may you eat or drink in the hackney 

carriage/private hire vehicle. 

8.1.3 Not at any time vape in the vehicle, or at any time smoke in the vehicle or allow 

passengers to vape or smoke within the vehicle, as required by the Health Act 

2006 and the Smoke-Free (Exemptions and Vehicles) Regulations 2007. 

8.1.4 Not without the express consent of the hirer play any radio or sound reproducing 

instrument or equipment in the vehicle, other than for the purpose of sending or 

receiving messages in connection with the operation of the hackney 

carriage/private hire vehicle. 

8.1.5 Not at any time cause or permit the noise emitted by any radio, or other 

previously mentioned equipment in the vehicle, which the Licence holder is 

driving, be a source of annoyance to any person whether inside or outside the 

hackney carriage/private hire vehicle. 

8.1.6 At all times, behave in a civil and orderly manner towards all other road users, 

pedestrians and persons seeking to hire or being conveyed in the vehicle. 

8.1.7 When having agreed to attend a location at an appointed time, unless delayed 

and prevented by some sufficient cause, punctually attend at such appointed time 

and place. 

8.1.8 At all times when hired afford reasonable assistance to the passenger and 

convey them, subject to any instructions given by the hirer, to their destination by 

the shortest practicable route.  

9. Animals 

9.1 When driving a hackney carriage/private hire vehicle, the holder of a Dual Driver 

Licence shall not carry any animal belonging to them or in their custody, whilst 

fare paying passengers are being conveyed in the vehicle.  However it is 

permitted to make the transportation of animals at the discretion of the vehicle 

owner/company (with the exception of assistance dogs as defined by the Equality 

Act 2010).  They may however allow any animal belonging to, or in the custody 

of, a passenger to be conveyed in the vehicle, but in the case of a private hire 

vehicle only in the rear (in the foot well or floor pan of the vehicle). 

10. Receipt for Fare 

10.1  The License holder shall, if requested by the hirer, supply the hirer with a written 

receipt for any fare paid. 

11. Accidents 

11.1  The Licence holder shall, notwithstanding his/her responsibilities under the Road 

Traffic Act, report to the Council within 72 hours, any accident involving a 

hackney carriage/private hire vehicle under their control.  In any case the licence 
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holder shall notify the Council immediately, of any vehicle being under their 

control, which has suffered damage of any kind which materially affects the safety 

performance or appearance of the vehicle, or the comfort convenience of the fare 

paying passengers. 

12. Change of Particulars 

12.1  The holder of a Dual Driver Licence shall notify the Council in writing or by email 

to licensing@telford.gov.uk of any change of his circumstances which may occur 

during the currency of his Licence, including any change of address, phone 

number or email address or change of employers. Any such change shall be so 

notified within 7 days of it taking place. Failure to do so is an offence.. 

13. Roof Signs 

13.1 The Driver of a Hackney carriage shall ensure the roof signs are maintained and 

kept in such a condition that the information contained is clearly visible to public 

view at all times and that the roof sign is illuminated when the vehicle is in service 

and available for hire. 

14. Hirer’s (Lost) Property 

14.1  The Licence holder shall immediately after termination of any hiring, or as soon 

as practicable thereafter, search the Hackney carriage/Private hire vehicle for any 

property which may have been left therein. 

14.1.1 The Licence holder shall, if any property is accidentally left therein by any person 

who may have been conveyed in the vehicle and be found by or handed to 

him/her, carry it as soon as possible and in any event within 24 hours if not 

sooner claimed by or on the behalf of its owner, to a Police Station in the district 

in order to receive instructions from the Police regarding its custody. 

15. Passengers 

15.1  The Licence holder shall at all times when a hackney carriage/private hire vehicle 

is hired take all reasonable steps to ensure the safety of passengers conveyed 

therein and persons entering and alighting from the vehicle. 

15.2 The Licence holder shall not permit a hackney carriage/private hire vehicle to 

carry a greater number of passengers than the number prescribed in the Licence. 

16. Parking and Plying for Hire 

16.1  As soon as drivers of private hire vehicles have dropped off their passenger(s) at 
the required destination and while waiting for their next job, drivers are not 
permitted to park where they may cause a nuisance to others, nor to park outside 
shops, train stations, bus stations, public houses, nightclubs, restaurants, cafes 
and similar establishments 

16.2 Drivers of private hire vehicles must NOT take fares which have not been pre-

booked through their licensed operator. 
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16.3 Drivers of private hire vehicles must not make the booking on behalf of a 

passenger, including by way of their radio or mobile phone. 

17. Fares 

17.1 The Driver of a private hire vehicle shall not demand a fare which is more than the 

fare set by the Operator, unless previously agreed between the hirer and the 

Operator at the time of booking. 

18. Meters 

18.1  

  

Where a meter is fitted to the vehicle : 

18.1.1 The Dual Driver shall not cancel the fare recorded upon the Meter until the hirer 

has had a reasonable opportunity of examining it and has paid the fare. 

18.1.2 The Dual Driver shall ensure that the Meter is sufficiently illuminated that when in 

use it is visible to all passengers. 

18.1.3 The Dual Driver shall ensure that the fare or charge shall be calculated from the 

point in the district at which the hirer commences the journey and shall not exceed 

that displayed on the Meter on the completion of such journey. 

18.1.4 The Dual Driver shall ensure that the Meter is only brought into action at the 

commencement of the hirer’s journey and the correct tariff for that journey is 

displayed. 

19. Driver’s Responsibilities 

19.1  

 

It is the Dual Driver’s responsibility to ensure that a fire extinguisher which is fit for 

use and which meets the specifications listed in the Council’s Inspection 

Standards for Licensed Vehicle Testing and Compliance Standards, is carried on 

the vehicle at all times and in such a position as to be readily available in an 

emergency. 

19.2 It is the Dual Driver’s responsibility to ensure that a first aid kit which is fit for use 

and which meets the specifications listed in the Council’s Inspection Standards for 

Licensed Vehicle Testing and Compliance Standards is carried on the vehicle at 

all times. 

19.3 It is the Dual Driver’s responsibility to ensure that there is a valid certificate or 

cover note of insurance in existence for him/her to drive the vehicle which 

complies with the provisions of Section 145 of Part VI Road Traffic Act 1988 and 

which covers third party liability both in respect of physical injury or death AND in 

respect of damage to personal belongings. The certificate of insurance shall be 

produced to an Authorised Officer of the Council for inspection whenever required. 

19.4 The Dual Driver shall ensure that if there are any points recorded on their DVLA 

Licence that these convictions are disclosed to the Council within 48 hours and to 
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the Insurer.  A copy of the proposal form relating to such a disclosure must be 

produced to the Council on request. 

19.5 The Dual Driver shall ensure that any other material facts are disclosed to the 

insurer and the vehicle proprietor. 

20. Radio Scanning Devices 

20.1  The Dual Driver shall ensure that no Radio Scanner or Scanning Device of 

whatsoever type is used at the base of operations, fitted to, carried in, or used in 

the vicinity of any licensed hackney carriage/private hire vehicle. 

21. Signage 

21.1  Dual Drivers shall display a replica of their Dual Driver badge issued by the 

Council, affixed to the inside of the vehicle, in the prescribed manner, so as to be 

plainly visible to fare paying passengers. 

21.2 A certificate (if applicable) confirming that the driver named on such certificate is 

exempt on medical grounds from carrying wheelchair bound passengers. 

21.3 A certificate, if applicable, confirming that the driver is exempt on medical grounds 

from carrying approved Guide Hearing and other Assistance Dogs. 

Additional Notes 

This list of conditions should be read in conjunction with Telford & Wrekin Council’s 

Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Licencing Policy.  

Any requirements of legislation which effect the operations being carried out under the 

terms of this licence shall be regarded as if they are conditions of this licence. Wherever 

there appears in the licence conditions or policy, a summary of any statutory provision you 

are advised that such summary is not exhaustive.  

If you are in any doubt about any information contained in this document please contact the 

Licensing Service for advice on 01952 381818 or email licensing@telford.gov.uk  
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Appendix C – Telford & Wrekin Council’s Hackney Carriage Licence 

Conditions 
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1. 

Hackney Carriage Conditions 

Identification Plates and Roof Signs 

1.1 The Proprietor shall ensure that a Roof Sign, of a type approved by the Council, 

shall be fixed to the vehicle and shall be lit up at all times when the vehicle is in 

service and is available for hire.   

1.2 The fare card where issued by the Council shall at all times be kept and maintained 

inside the vehicle.  

1.3 The external identification plate issued by the Council shall at all times be fixed to 

the outside rear of the hackney carriage by the proprietor to the place provided by 

the manufacturer or by means of a Council approved fixing kit.   On the suspension 

of a vehicle licence and where a “Licence Expired” plate has been fitted to the 

vehicle that plate may only be removed by an Authorised Officer of the Council.  The 

proprietor of the vehicle shall ensure the identification plates are maintained and 

kept in such a condition that the information contained on the plate is clearly visible 

to public view at all times.  The identification plate remains the property of the 

Council and must be returned to the Council within 7 days of expiry of the vehicles 

licence if not renewed.  Plates are not transferable except on application.  

1.4 Hackney carriages shall display a replica hackney carriage Licence plate issued by 

the Council, affixed to the inside of the vehicle, in the prescribed manner, so that it 

can be clearly seen by fare paying passengers and a Council tactile plate on the 

inside of the rear nearside passenger door..  

1.5 The Council will not licence a vehicle for hire & reward which is licensed by another 

Licensing Authority or allow or permit a hackney carriage identification plate issued 

by another Licensing Authority to be displayed upon the vehicle. 

2. General Vehicle 

2.1 The age limit for purpose-built vehicles is 12 years.  Where vehicles are of 

“exceptional condition” and continue to be licensed over the Council’s age limit, the 

vehicle will be subject to 6 monthly compliance tests.   

The age limit for multi-purpose vehicles is ten years.  Vehicles to be tested every 

six months from five years of age in line with best practice guidance. 

2.2 All hackney carriages must be fitted with manufacturers approved tyres of the same 

size and type including the spare wheel. 

2.3 The proprietor of the taxi shall ensure that no non-standard unauthorised alterations 

or modifications are carried out to the vehicle or to the engine. 

2.4 The proprietor of the taxi shall ensure that the exterior colour of the taxi is one of the 

manufacturer’s colours.  Vehicles which are of a colour other than that of the 

manufacturer must be approved by the Council. 

3. Condition of Vehicle 
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3.1 The proprietor shall ensure that the hackney carriage shall be maintained in a sound 

mechanical, electrical and structural condition at all times and be capable of 

satisfying the Council’s mechanical, electrical and structural inspection at any time 

during the continuance of the vehicles licence. The interior and exterior of the 

hackney carriage shall be maintained in a clean, safe condition by the proprietor.  

The proprietor shall not allow the mechanical and structural specification of the 

vehicle to be varied without the consent of the Authorised Officer of the Council.  

3.2 Any vehicle submitted for licence which is fitted with tinted windows must have 

windows which are factory fitted options at the time of the manufacture of the 

vehicle; and 

   3.2.1 The vehicle shall be constructed and/or designed so as to enable 

passengers to be seen in the vehicle from any direction when observed from 

outside of the vehicle; and 

   3.2.2 Glass shall have a minimum light transmittance of 75% for the front 

windscreen, 70% for the front side windows and 34% for all other vehicle 

window glass 

4. Fire Extinguisher and First Aid Kit  

4.1 A fire extinguisher which is fit for use and which meets the specifications listed in 

the Council’s Inspection Standards for Licensed Vehicle Testing and Compliance 

Standards, must be carried on the vehicle at all times and in such a position as to 

be readily available in an emergency. 

4.2  A first aid kit which is fit for use and which meets the specifications listed in the 
Council’s Inspection Standards for Licensed Vehicle Testing and Compliance 
Standards must be carried on the vehicle at all times 

5. Child Safety Seats 

5.1 The Vehicle Proprietor in conjunction with the Operator and the Driver, shall provide 

and make available to any customer so requesting, an approved infant or booster 

seat or the provision of extra equipment to facilitate the safe conveyance of children 

during bookings or from Taxi Ranks.  (The number of seats held by the company 

shall be determined by the Operator and the Vehicle Proprietor in accordance with 

an assessment of supply and demand).   All seats provided shall conform to current 

National Standards 

5.2 The Vehicle Proprietor in conjunction with the company and/or the Driver shall 

ensure that any infant seat used during a hackney carriage journey shall be suitable 

for the child’s weight and size and will be used in accordance with the 

manufacturer’s instructions. 

5.3 Based upon supply and demand, the Proprietor in conjunction with the Operator and 

Driver shall decide, whether or not the child safety seats provided by them are kept 

at the company base, and made available to drivers as and when required, or kept 

upon selected licensed vehicles or both. 
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6. Signage 

6.1 The following signs and notices will be displayed on licensed hackney carriages 

during the currency of the Licence:- 

6.1.1 Notices issued from time to time by Telford & Wrekin Council for the information of 

the travelling public. 

6.1.2 A sign stating ‘Seat Belt Regulations – Seat Belts must be worn’. 

6.1.3 A sign bearing the words ‘First Aid Kit Carried’ fixed to the rear body work of the 

vehicle. 

6.1.4 A sign issued by the council inside the rear of the vehicle regarding No Smoking. 

6.1.5 A sign (the nationally recognised symbol) confirming that the taxi is wheelchair 

accessible and caters for the needs of the disabled. 

6.1.6 A certificate (if applicable) confirming that the driver named on such certificate is 

exempt on medical grounds from carrying wheelchair bound passengers. 

6.1.7 A certificate, if applicable, confirming that the driver is exempt on medical grounds 

from carrying approved Guide Hearing and other Assistance Dogs. 

6.1.8 A sign informing passengers how to complain. 

7. Advertisements 

7.1 Commercial advertisements may be displayed on the exterior of the front doors of 

licensed vehicles (although advertising may be considered on other areas) but in 

any case all advertising must comply with the following requirements; 

7.1.1 The Council's written permission is required before the display of any advertisement, 

7.1.2 The proprietor shall not display any sign, notice or advert on the vehicle which 

contains national, political, racial, cultural, sexual or potentially offensive language 

or symbols, flags or emblems.” 

7.1.3 No advertisement shall relate to or advertise alcohol or tobacco or be of a political 

nature. 

7.1.4  A sign shall not display anything other than the business name and/or trading name 

of the Operator, telephone or text number, website or app address of the operator  

and which may be displayed only on the vehicle’s front driver and/or passenger 

doors.. 

7.1.5 No sign shall refer to any firm, radio circuit or association or telephone number which 

is outside the Telford & Wrekin Council area; 

7.1.6 No such sign shall be illuminated. 

8. Council Notices 
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8.1 The proprietor when asked by the Council shall display any sign or notices so that 

they may be clearly seen by passengers. 

9. Taximeters  

9.1 The proprietor shall fit the vehicle with an automatic tariff changing taximeter 

approved by the Council and for it to be located within the vehicle in accordance 

with the reasonable instructions of an Authorised Officer of the Council. 

9.2 The proprietor shall ensure that any meter fitted shall be technically capable of 

accepting any restrictions or fare scales that the council wishes to programme into 

that meter. 

9.3 The proprietor shall maintain the meter in a sound electrical and mechanical 

condition at all times. 

9.4 Any hackney carriage vehicle so fitted with a meter must be equipped with the 

standard size tyres as approved by the manufacturer of the vehicle. Retro-fitted low 

profile tyres which will affect the performance and accuracy of a meter are not 

acceptable if fitted after the meter has been tested and sealed. Any such tyres of a 

low profile type must be fitted before the meter is tested. Any contravention of this 

condition will result in the immediate suspension of a hackney carriage licence. 

10. Fare Tables 

10.1 The proprietor shall ensure that a copy of the current fare table supplied by the 

Council is exhibited inside the vehicle at all times in the location provided by the 

manufacturers of the vehicle or in accordance with the reasonable instructions of an 

Authorised Officer of the Council. 

11. Insurance 

11.1 During the currency of the vehicle licence, the Proprietor shall keep in force, in 

relation to the use of the vehicle as a hackney carriage vehicle, a policy for hire 

and reward insurance and security complying with the provisions of Section 145 of 

Part VI Road Traffic Act 1988 which covers third party liability both in respect of 

physical injury or death AND in respect of damage to personal belongings. The 

certificate of insurance shall be produced to an Authorised Officer of the Council 

for inspection whenever required. 

11.2 If the Proprietor fails to produce a certificate of insurance cover on request he shall 

produce it forthwith, or within 7 clear days of the request to any Authorised Officer 

of the Council. Failure to comply with these provisions shall result in automatic 

suspension of the vehicle licence (and may lead to the ultimate revocation of the 

Licence, if a certificate is unable to be produced which confirmed that insurance 

cover was in place at the date of the original request). 

12. Disclosure and Barring Service Checks, Conviction and Non Conviction 

Notification 
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12.1 The Licence holder shall notify the Council in writing within 48 hours of an arrest 

and release, charge or conviction of any criminal offence, and any motoring 

offence recorded against him/her by any Authority. .  All licence holders will be 

subject to a Basic Criminal Record Disclosure check annually. 

13. Equipment 

13.1 The proprietor shall ensure that all Hackney carriages must carry at all times a 

warning triangle and an appropriate set of vehicle spares (e.g. spare bulbs etc).  

13.2 The appropriate ramps and associated equipment for loading wheelchairs into the 

vehicle in the approved manner must be carried and used at all times. 

13.3 Where CCTV is installed in the vehicle, it must comply with the Council’s CCTV 

policy in licensed vehicles and access to it must be made readily available to an 

authorised officer. 

N.B. Additional Notes 

1. This list of conditions should be read in conjunction with Telford & Wrekin Council’s 

Hackney carriage and Private Hire Licencing Policy 

2. Any requirements of legislation which effect the operations being carried out under 

the terms of this licence shall be regarded as if they are conditions of this licence. 

Wherever there appears in the licence conditions or policy, a summary of any 

statutory provision you are advised that such summary is not exhaustive. If you are 

in any doubt about any information contained in this document please contact the 

Licensing Service for advice on 01952 381818, email licensing@telford.gov.uk  
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Appendix D – Telford & Wrekin Council’s Private Hire Vehicle 

Licence Conditions 

 Private Hire Vehicle Conditions 

 

  

1. Identification Plates 

1.1 The external identification plate issued by the Council shall at all times be fixed to the 

outside rear of the Private hire vehicle by means of a Council approved fixing kit which 

attaches behind the vehicle registration plate. Magnetic plates cannot be used without 

written permission from the Council and will only be fitted to vehicles where the Council 

approved fixing kit cannot be used. 

1.2 On the suspension of a vehicle licence and where a “Licence Expired” plate has been 

fitted to the vehicle that plate may only be removed by an Authorised officer of the 

Council. 

1.3 The internal identification plates (two in number) for Executive Vehicle licences issued 

by the Council shall be affixed by the proprietor of the vehicle one on the nearside/left 

hand side of the front windscreen and one on the nearside/left hand side of the rear 

windscreen in a distinctly visible position that does not interfere with the drivers view 

of the road. The plates will be displayed at all times in accordance with Council 

instructions. 

1.4 The proprietor of the vehicle shall ensure the identification plates are maintained and 

kept in such a condition that the information contained on the plate is clearly visible to 

public view at all times.  The identification plate remains the property of the Council 

and must be returned to the Council within 7 days of expiry of the vehicles licence if 

not renewed.   

1.5 No vehicle which is licensed by another Licensing Authority or bears a licence plate 

issued by another Licensing Authority will be licensed by the Council. 

2. Door Signs 

2.1 The Proprietor shall ensure that external door signs of a type and size approved by 

the Council reading “Advance Bookings Only” and displaying the Council’s plate 

number shall be  affixed to the rear passenger doors of the private hire vehicle as 

directed by the Council at all times. 

2.2 The Vehicle Proprietor shall ensure that door signs are maintained and kept in such 

condition that the information contained thereon is clearly visible to public view at all 

times.  

3. Executive Vehicles 

3.1 It shall be a condition that vehicles which are licensed as executive vehicles will only 

be permitted to undertake executive work and not for general Private Hire usage. It 
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will also be a condition that executive vehicle owners should produce to the Council 

written confirmation from their Private Hire Operator that the vehicle will only undertake 

Executive work.  

4. Limousines 

4.1 Vehicles will be compliance checked every 10 weeks.   

4.2 Council executive plates must be displayed. 

4.3 Tyres must be of an appropriate weight loading for the limousine as approved by the 

Licensing Service. 

4.4 Novelty vehicles including stretch limousines with side facing seats will not be 

permitted to carry passengers under 16 years of age, regardless of whether the vehicle 

is fitted with or without seatbelts. 

4.5 All front passenger seats should be removed. 

4.6 The inclusion of sale of alcohol in the vehicles must be covered by a separate licence. 

5. Condition of Vehicle 

5.1 The proprietor shall ensure that:- 

5.1.1 The private hire vehicle shall be maintained in a sound mechanical electrical and 

structural condition at all times and be capable of satisfying the council’s mechanical 

electrical and structural inspection at any time during the continuance of the vehicles 

licence. 

5.1.2 The interior and exterior of the vehicle shall be maintained in a clean safe condition by 

the proprietor. 

5.1.3 Sufficient means by which any person in a private hire vehicle may communicate with 

the driver during the course of the hiring is provided. 

5.1.4 Any vehicle submitted for licence which is fitted with tinted windows must have 

windows which are factory fitted options at the time of the manufacture of the 

vehicle; and 

 5.1.4.1 The vehicle shall be constructed and/or designed so as to enable 

passengers to be seen in the vehicle from any direction when 

observed from outside of the vehicle; and 

 5.1.4.2 Glass shall have a minimum light transmittance of 75% for the front 

windscreen, 70% for the front side windows and 34% for all other 

vehicle window glass. 

5.1.5 Vehicle Tyres - restrictions as per Manufacturers’ standards. 

6 Fire Extinguisher & First Aid Kit 

6.1 A fire extinguisher which is fit for use and which meets the specifications listed in the 
Council’s Inspection Standards for Licensed Vehicles and Compliance Standards, 
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must be carried on the vehicle at all times and in such a position as to be readily 
available in an emergency. 

6.2 A first aid kit, which is fit for use and which meets the specifications listed in the 
Council’s Inspection Standards for Licensed Vehicles and Compliance Standards, 
must be carried on the vehicle at all times  

9. Signage 

7.1 The following signs and notices will be displayed on licensed private hire vehicles 

during the currency of the Licence:- 

7.1.2. Notices issued from time to time by Telford & Wrekin Council for the information of the 

travelling public. 

7.1.3 A sign stating ‘Seat Belt Regulations – Seat Belts must be worn’. 

7.1.4 A sign bearing the words ‘First Aid Kit Carried’ fixed to the rear body work of the 

vehicle. 

7.1.5 A sign on both rear doors of the vehicle as issued by the Council regarding No 

Smoking. 

7.1.6 Private hire vehicles shall display a replica Private hire vehicles Licence plate issued 

by the Council, affixed to the inside of the vehicle, in the prescribed manner, so as to 

be plainly visible to fare paying passengers.  

7.1.7 A sign informing passengers how to complain. 

8. Advertisements 

8.1 No advertising is permissible on any licensed private hire vehicle, save for the 

business name and/or trading name as stated on the Operator’s Licence, telephone 

or text number, website or app address of the operator which may be displayed only 

on the vehicle’s front driver and/or passenger doors.. 

8.2 The proprietor shall not display any sign or notice which consists of or includes the 
word Taxi or Cab whether in the singular or plural or any word of similar meaning or 
appearance to any of those words, whether alone or as part of another word, except 
where the Operator also makes hackney carriages available for hire and on such sign 
or notice must indicate that he/she also operates private hire vehicles or where the 
use of Taxi or Cab is part of the business name or trading name as in 10.1. 

8.3 The proprietor shall not display any sign or notice on the vehicle which contains 

national, political, racial, cultural, sexual or potentially offensive language, symbols, 

flags or emblems. 

8.3 The Proprietor shall ensure that no executive vehicle owned or operated by them 
bears any form of advertising whatsoever. 

9. Passengers 

9.1 The Licence holder shall at all times when a vehicle is hired take all reasonable steps 

to ensure the safety of passengers conveyed therein and persons entering and 

alighting from the vehicle. 

10. Meters 
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10.1 If a proprietor wishes to fit a meter to a private hire vehicle the proprietor shall follow 

the procedures approved by the Council relating to the type of meter and the 

calibration and testing of such a meter. 

10.2 The proprietor shall, if the vehicle is fitted with a meter, install the meter and calibrate 
it in the approved manner in prior to testing by the Council and for it to be located 
within the vehicle in accordance with the reasonable instructions of an Authorised 
Officer of the Council. 

10.3 The licence holder shall ensure that the meter is sufficiently illuminated and that when 

in use it is visible to all passengers. 

10.4 The proprietor shall maintain the meter in a sound electrical and mechanical condition 

at all times. 

10.5 The proprietor shall not use or permit to be used a meter that the Council has not 

sealed to prevent unauthorised adjustment of the meter. 

10.6 The proprietor undertakes to ensure that the meter will not be replaced without written 

prior permission of an Authorised Officer of the Council and that any replacement 

meter conforms to all other conditions and be tested and sealed at the earliest 

opportunity. 

10.7 The proprietor shall notify the Council prior to any proposed fare scale changes and 

shall alter the meter accordingly and retested before recommencing service for hire 

and reward. 

10.8 Any private hire vehicle fitted with a meter must be equipped with the standard size 

tyres as approved by the manufacturer of the vehicle. Retrofitted low profile tyres 

which will affect the performance and accuracy of a meter are not acceptable if fitted 

after the meter has been tested and sealed. Any such tyres of a low profile type must 

be fitted before the meter is tested. Any contravention of this condition will result in the 

immediate suspension of a Private hire vehicle licence. 

11. Inspection of Vehicle and Meter 

11.1 A licensed private hire vehicle and any meter affixed to the vehicle may be inspected 

and tested by an Authorised Officer of the Council or by a Police Officer at all 

reasonable times. 

11.2 If the Authorised Officer of the Council or Police Constable inspecting the vehicle is 

not satisfied as to the fitness of the vehicle or the accuracy of the meter, he may give 

written notice to the Proprietor to make the private hire vehicle and/or meter available 

for further inspection and testing at such reasonable time and place as may be 

specified, and the vehicle licence may be suspended until the Authorised Officer of 

the Council or Police Constable is satisfied as to the vehicle's fitness or as to the 

accuracy of the meter. 

11.3 Vehicles over 5 years of age must be compliance tested every 6 months.  Those 

vehicles which have an advisory identified by the Tester as being urgent at a six 

monthly MOT (i.e. between licensing) will be issued with a Breach of Condition 

Notice to have the advisory remedied normally no longer that 15 working days from 
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the date of the MOT and produce evidence of repair to the licensing authority.  

Failure to have the repair(s) carried out and / or produce evidence of such would 

lead to consideration of suspension of the vehicle licence. 

12. Insurance 

12.1 During the currency of the vehicle licence, the Proprietor shall keep in force, in 

relation to the use of the vehicle as a private hire vehicle, a policy for Private Hire 

insurance and security complying with the provisions of Section 145 of Part VI Road 

Traffic Act 1988 which covers third party liability both in respect of physical injury or 

death AND in respect of damage to personal belongings. The certificate of insurance 

shall be produced to an Authorised Officer of the Council for inspection whenever 

required. 

12.2 If the Proprietor fails to produce a certificate of insurance cover on request he shall 

produce it forthwith, or within 7 clear days of the request to any Authorised Officer of 

the Council. Failure to comply with these provisions shall result in automatic 

suspension of the vehicle licence (and may lead to the ultimate revocation of the 

Licence, if a certificate is unable to be produced which confirmed that insurance cover 

was in place at the date of the original request). 

13. Disclosure and Barring Service Checks, Conviction and Non Conviction 

Notification 

13.1 The Licence holder shall notify the Council in writing within 48 hours of an arrest and 
release, charge or conviction of any criminal offence, and any motoring or vehicle 
offence (including fixed penalties) recorded against him/her by any Authority. All 
licence holders will be subject to an annual Basic Criminal Record Disclosure check.  

14. Child Safety Seats 

14.1 The Vehicle Proprietor in conjunction with the Operator and the Driver, shall provide 
and make available to any customer so requesting, an approved infant or booster seat 
or the provision of extra equipment to facilitate the safe conveyance of children during 
private hire vehicle bookings. All seats provided shall conform to current National 
Standards. 

14.2 The Operator in conjunction with the Vehicle Proprietor and the Driver shall ensure 
that any infant seat used during a Private Hire booking will be suitable for the child’s 
weight and size and will be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.  

14.3 Based upon supply and demand, the Operator in conjunction with the Vehicle 
Proprietor and Driver shall decide, whether or not the seats provided by them are kept 
at the company base, and made available to drivers as and when required, or kept 
upon selected licensed vehicles or both.   

15. Equipment 

15.1 The proprietor shall ensure that all Private hire vehicles must carry at all times a 

warning triangle and an appropriate set of vehicle spares (e.g. spare bulbs etc).  

15.2 Where CCTV is installed in the vehicle, it must comply with the Council’s CCTV policy 

in licensed vehicles and access to it must be made readily available to an authorised 

officer. 
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N.B. Additional Notes 

1. This list of conditions should be read in conjunction with Telford & Wrekin Council’s 

Hackney carriage and Private Hire Licencing Policy. 

2. Any requirements of legislation which effect the operations being carried out under the 

terms of this licence shall be regarded as if they are conditions of this licence. Wherever 

there appears in the licence Conditions, or Policy, a summary of any statutory provision 

you are advised that such summary is not exhaustive. If you are in any doubt about any 

information contained in this document please contact the Licensing Service for advice 

on 01952 381818 or email licensing@telford.gov.uk  
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Appendix E – Telford & Wrekin Council’s Private Hire Operator 

Licence Conditions 

 Private Hire Operator Conditions 

 

  

1. General Requirements 

1.1 Throughout the currency of his/her Licence, the holder of a Private Hire Operators 

Licence shall be a fit and proper person to hold such a licence. All licence holders 

will be subject to an annual Basic Criminal Record Disclosure check. 

1.2 The Licence holder shall notify the Council in writing within 48 hours of an arrest 

and release, charge or conviction of any criminal offence, and any motoring or 

vehicle offence (including fixed penalties) recorded against him/her by any 

Authority. 

1.3 The Operator must ensure that all private hire drivers and employees are aware of 

the meaning of plying for hire and that private hire drivers are not permitted to ply 

for hire under any circumstances. 

1.4 The Operator must not accept any booking made by a driver on behalf of a 

passenger. 

1.5 The Operator must ensure that all licensed drivers and employees are made aware 

of the provisions of section 167 of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 

with respect to touting and that subject to certain provisions as outlined in the Act, it 

is an offence in a public place to tout people to hire their vehicles in order to carry 

them as passengers. 

1.6 The Operator shall be required to display his/hers Operators licence in a prominent 

position at the premises and have available a copy of these conditions for public 

scrutiny if requested. 

2. LG(MP) Act 1976 – Conditions Attached To Licences 

2.1 The Operator shall make available, on any premises from which he /she operates, 

for inspection by members of the public, these conditions and the conditions of 

hackney carriages and private hire vehicles and driver licences whichever is 

applicable. 

3. Records Of Vehicles And Drivers 

3.1 Except with reasonable care the Operator shall have in his/her care:- 

3.1.1 A copy of the current Dual Driver licence issued by the council of any driver 

employed as a private hire driver whether or not the vehicle is owned by him/her 

(unless the vehicle used is operated by another licensed Operator by sub-contact); 

and  
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3.1.2 A copy of the current Private Hire Vehicle licence issued by the council of any vehicle 

operated by him/her (unless the vehicle used is operated by another licensed 

Operator by sub-contract). 

3.2 The Operator shall maintain an up-to-date list of the owners, the description and 

registration numbers of all private hire vehicles employed by their business and their 

drivers which shall include details of any radio or computer call sign used to identify 

a vehicle. The Operator shall produce such a list on request to an Authorised Officer 

of the Council or to a Police Constable. 

3.3 The Operator shall immediately notify the Council by email when any vehicle or 

driver ceases in his/her employ, or any vehicle or driver commences in his/her 

employ. 

3.4 The Operator shall notify the Council by email of any change of his/her address.  

The Operator shall notify the Council by email within 7 days when a driver or vehicle 

ceases to operate under this licence. 

3.5 The Operator shall provide the council with a complete and up to date list of all 

drivers and vehicles operated by the company by 31st January every year and upon 

renewal of their licence. 

3.6 Any information relating to licensed Operators, vehicles and drivers must be 

produced to an Authorised Officer on demand.  

4. Telephones, Staff And Facilities 

4.1 The Operator shall provide adequate telephone facilities and staff to provide an 

efficient service to the public using the Operators facilities.  

4.2 The Operator shall ensure that where any passenger waiting area is provided, it is 

kept physically separate from any driver rest area and radio operations room and 

that any company staff member, driver or vehicle proprietor do not congregate in 

any passenger waiting area or room. 

4.3 The Operator, where a waiting area or room is provided for the use of passengers 

or prospective passengers; 

4.3.1 Shall provide adequate seating for the use of those passengers and prospective 

passengers and 

4.3.2 Shall ensure that such a room or area is kept clean, adequately heated, ventilated 

and lit; and    

4.3.3 Shall ensure that the interior and exterior of the premises is kept in good repair, to 

the satisfaction of an Authorised Officer of the Council. 

5. Child Safety Seats 

5.1 The Operator in conjunction with the Vehicle Proprietor and the Driver, shall 
provide and make available to any customer so requesting, an approved infant or 
booster seat or the provision of extra equipment to facilitate the safe conveyance 
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of children during private hire vehicle bookings.  All seats provided shall conform 
to current National Standards. 

5.2 The Operator in conjunction with the Vehicle Proprietor and the Driver shall ensure 

that any infant seat used during a Private Hire booking will be suitable for the child’s 

weight and size and will be used in accordance with the manufacturer’s instructions.  

5.3 Based upon supply and demand, the Operator in conjunction with the Vehicle 

Proprietor and Driver shall decide, whether or not the seats provided by them are 

kept at the company base, and made available to drivers as and when required, or 

kept upon selected licensed vehicles or both.   

6. Hiring And Recording of Hiring 

6.1 The Operator will make all reasonable provision that the system in place works 

effectively and that it enables the company to honour any bookings that they accept 

and the Operator shall be responsible for monitoring the system to make certain that 

drivers and vehicles are available to fulfil the arrangements agreed by the company 

and the Hirer.  

6.2 When the Operator accepts a hiring he/she shall, unless prevented by some 

sufficient cause, ensure that the licensed Private hire vehicles attend at the 

appointed time and place. 

6.3 The use of a Public Service Vehicle (PSV) driven by a ‘Passenger Carrying Vehicle’ 

licensed driver to fulfil a fare, without the informed consent of the booker is 

prohibited. The booker must be informed that the driver is subject to different checks 

and not required to have an enhanced DBS check. 

6.4 The Operator must not purchase, hire or install any computerised booking or 

dispatching system without prior written consent from the Council, based upon the 

system meeting approved technical specifications and the Local Government 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976.  

6.5 Where the Operator employs any form of computerised data entry, bookings may 

be entered via a computer subject to a hard (paper) copy being printed from the 

records at the request of an Authorised Officer of the Council. Where an Operator 

employs a system of manual entries of hiring’s on to a booking sheet, those records 

or a copy of those records must be made available on request to an Authorised 

Officer of the Council. 

6.6 The records of hiring’s accepted by the Operator is required to be kept under Section 

56 of the Local Government Miscellaneous Provisions Act 1976 and shall be the 

responsibility of the Operator who, immediately prior to the commencement of the 

journey, will enter all the details of the hirer legibly in ink on to the company record 

sheets or into a computer system in the prescribed manner. The records shall 

contain the following: 

6.6.1 The name of the hirer. 

6.6.2 The time of the pick-up. 
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6.6.3 The point of pick-up. 

6.6.4 The hirers required destination. 

6.6.5 Information indicating the vehicle dispatched and the driver used. 

6.6.6 Remarks, including details of any instructions from the hirer or regarding sub-

contract to or from another Operator. 

6.7  

6.8 The Operator shall not dispose of any record of hiring’s made under the LG(MP) 

ACT 1976 within six months of the last hiring contained therein. 

6.9 At the start of each shift the Operator shall ensure that a full record of all vehicles 

and drivers used by the company for that shift are kept. Such record will include 

details of vehicle registration numbers and vehicle radio or computer call signs. It 

will also include drivers’ full names and driver licence numbers and such record will 

be attached to the relevant days booking sheet or other appropriate systems.  

7. Employment Of Private Hire Drivers & Other Staff 

7.1 The Private Hire Operator shall not, knowingly or without prior consent of the 

council, employ or be employed by, engage in partnership with, or allow any 

involvement in the management of the licensed operation:- 

7.1.1 Any person who has been convicted of an offence under the Local Government 

(Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 1976 or any other legislation relating to Private Hire 

and Hackney carriage Licensing; and  

7.1.2 Any person who, for the purposes of Part II of the said Act, has been found not to 

be a Fit and Proper Person to hold a Drivers, Vehicle or Operators licence ; and 

7.2 The Operator shall be responsible for the actions of any manager, supervisor or any 

other person appointed to run or play any part in the management of the private hire 

business;  

7.3 The Operator shall keep a register of all staff that will take bookings or dispatch 

vehicles and shall be required to evidence that they have had sight of a Basic DBS 

for all staff.  A copy to be sent to the Licensing Authority. 

7.4 The operator shall have in place a policy on employing ex-offenders in roles that 

take bookings or dispatch vehicles. 

7.5 The Operator shall, ensure that they have examined the Dual Driver licence issued 

by the Council and that it is valid.  

7.5 The Operator shall display on the premises, information relating to Child Sexual 

Exploitation provided by Telford & Wrekin Council.  This information should be 

prominently displayed where it is clearly visible to the licensed drivers and telephone 

operators. 

8. Radios And Call Signs 
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8.1 The Operator shall ensure that any radio equipment that is fitted to any licensed 

vehicle operated by the company, is correctly licensed by the relevant authority and 

is fitted to the vehicle in the approved manner. It must at all times be kept in a safe 

and sound condition and maintained in proper working order and that the use of 

such a system is disclosed to the Operators and/or vehicle proprietor’s Insurance 

company. 

9. Complaints 

9.1 The Operator shall set up an effective internal procedure to deal with complaints 

made by the public against the company, vehicle proprietors and/or drivers. 

9.2 The procedure shall be approved by the Council and must be set up in such a way 

that complaints are dealt with by the Operator or a member of his/her staff not 

directly connected with dealing with the invitation of Private Hire bookings or the 

dispatching of drivers and vehicles. 

9.3 The Operator shall ensure that all complaints received by the company are properly 

recorded in the first instance and all information relating to any action taken is also 

recorded. Such information shall include details of the booking (who accepted it on 

behalf of the company) and of the vehicle, and driver involved. Records will be made 

in a book (or other appropriate recording method) and not on loose leaf paper and 

pages shall be consecutively numbered. 

9.4 The Operator shall on receipt of any complaint relating to a contract for hire or 

purported contract for hire relating to or arising from his /her business, immediately 

notify the complainant of their right to forward the complaint to the Council. 

9.5 Any complaint shall be investigated immediately by the Operator or by his/her 

independently appointed representative within the company and the complainant 

kept informed and notified of the outcome within a reasonable amount of time. 

9.6 Where a complaint is received by an Authorised Officer of the Council the Operator 

shall conform to any directions of the officer in respect of that complaint. 

9.7 The complaint book kept by the Operator shall be made available upon demand to 

any Authorised Officer of the Council and its contents may be used as evidence in 

investigating said complaints. 

9.8 The Operator shall from time to time monitor and if necessary review the company 

complaint’s procedure to ensure that it is being conducted correctly and effectively. 

10. Accidents 

10.1 The Operator shall, notwithstanding his/her responsibilities under the Road Traffic 

Act, report to the Council within 72 hours, any accident involving a Private hire 

vehicle under their control. In any case the licence holder shall notify the Council 

immediately, of any vehicle being under their control which has suffered damage of 

any kind which materially affects the safety performance or appearance of the 

vehicle, or the comfort convenience of the fare paying passengers. 
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11. Insurance 

11.1 Operators shall provide to the council proof of Public Liability Insurance to a 

minimum value of £5,000,000. 

12. Advertisements 

12.1 All operator company/business logos must be approved in writing by the Council 

and must not contain national, political, racial, cultural, sexual or potentially offensive 

language, symbols, flags or emblems. 

12.2 The Operator shall ensure that no executive vehicle owned or operated by them 

bears any form of advertising whatsoever. 

13. Executive Vehicles 

13.1 The Operator will only permit vehicles which are licensed as executive vehicles to 

undertake executive work and not for general private hire usage.   

N.B. Additional Notes (Not to be considered as Licensing Conditions) 

1. This list of conditions should be read in conjunction with Telford & Wrekin Council’s 

Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Licencing Policy. 

2. Any requirements of legislation which effect the operations being carried out under the 

terms of this licence shall be regarded as if they are conditions of this licence. 

Wherever there appears in the licence conditions or policy, a summary of any statutory 

provision you are advised that such summary is not exhaustive. If you are in any doubt 

about any information contained in this document please contact the Licensing Service 

for advice on 01952 381818, email licensing@telford.gov.uk  
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Appendix B 

Summary of Representations to Statutory Requirements 

Number of 
Representations 

Representation Licensing Comments 

2 Timing of imposing a change of policy Licensing authorities are under a legal duty to have regard to the 
Statutory Standards.  The Council had to report back to the DfT by the 
end of January 2021 on our progress in incorporating the Standards. 
 

2 Suggested change to wording around reporting of 
arrests etc within 48hrs. 

Amendment to wording made. 

1 Cost of extra DBS check Once the driver signs up for the DBS update service the driver will not 
have to pay for the extra DBS check. 

3 Vehicle proprietors and private hire operators who are 
already licensed as drivers should be able to submit 
their enhanced DBS instead of an additional basic one. 

Policy amended to reflect this voluntary option but licence condition 
remains unchanged as the Council cannot legally require a vehicle 
proprietor to be the subject of an enhanced criminal record check. 

1 Suggestion that we should make it clear that an 
operator should ensure that all staff that take bookings 
or dispatch vehicles are fully aware that the information 
contained with the register of staff that take bookings 
or dispatch vehicles, will be made available to an 
authorised officer of the Council. 

Changes made to Operator’s Condition to state that a copy of register 
to be submitted to Council. 
 
No amendment made to policy as we feel that this is a matter for the 
Operator’s own Data Protection/Employment policy. 
 

1 Requirement for an operator to obtain a basic DBS for 
“all staff” - Further clarity is required in the use of the 
wording “all staff”  

Policy amended to make it clear that it only relates to those members 
of staff who take bookings and dispatch vehicles. 

2 Concern raised that operators have no authority to ask 
existing staff to obtain a basic criminal record check 
where it is not already in their contract of employment. 

We have amended the policy to say that the requirement should be 
part of the staff’s employment contract.  For existing staff where it is 
not part of their existing contract of employment, we have raised the 
question with the DfT to ascertain whether this was intended for 
existing or new employees only.  The Council will be taking a practical 
approach to this requirement until a suitable answer arises. 

2 Concern that the Council cannot impose a condition on 
an operator which requires the operator to ensure that 
a 3rd party must comply with the same condition. 

Proposed licence condition removed. 

2 Concern raised about Telford & Wrekin Council being 
the data controller for the installation of voluntary 
CCTV in licensed vehicles and suggested that the 

The Council consulted on a voluntary system.  Representations agreed 
that it should be a voluntary system.  There were no representations in 
favour of a mandatory system. 
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driver could be the data controller and the Council 
should not be so prescriptive.  It was also suggested 
that the Council does not have any powers to require 
vehicle proprietors to give access to the systems by 
authorised officers. 

 
Both the Information Commissioner’s Office and the Local Government 
Association advise that the Council should be the data controller for 
mandatory systems. The Council has based their policy on this 
recommendation for the voluntary system. Consideration relating to the 
data controller – see Committee Report. 
 
Wording amending in licence condition to require access to the CCTV. 

 

Summary of Representations to Non Statutory Policy and Conditions 

Number of 
Representations 

Representation Licensing Comments 

1 Applicants failing to complete their application within 
3 months for a reason which is beyond their control. 

Policy not amended.  The Principal Licensing Officer will look at delayed 
applications on a case by case basis. 

2 Concern that an applicant who fails the Driving 
Standards Assessment on 3 occasions is not allowed 
to reapply within 3 months. 

Policy amended to remove the restriction to wait 3 months for reapplying. 

2 Concern that advisories on an MoT for new and 
renewal vehicle licence applications which require 
rectifying should be notified in writing to the applicant. 

Policy amended to include “in writing”. 

1 Suggestion that the requirement for the Hackney 
Carriage internal tactile plate to be displayed should 
specify “rear” near side passenger door. 

Licence condition amended to include the word “rear”. 

1 Suggestion that the wording EU Standards for Child 
Safety Seats should be future proofed now we have 
left the EU. 

Wording amended to “National Standards” 

1 Concern that the licence condition pertaining to Child 
Safety Seats conflicted with other legislation as it 
requires an operator to provide a child safety seat 
(whether they need one by law or not). 

Licence Condition not amended because the wording makes it clear that 
a child safety seat should be provided “on request”.  We realise that not 
all children are required to travel in a safety car seat in a taxi or private 
hire vehicle.  But if the customer requests a car seat we want to make 
sure it complies with national safety standards. 
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